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Abstract 
 
 
With the permanent down-hole gauge (PDG) widely installed in oilfields around the 
world in recent years, a continuous stream of transient pressure data in real time are 
available, which motivates a new round of research interests in further developing 
pressure transient analysis techniques. 
 
PDG data is recorded under the unconstrained circumstances, so that it cannot avoid 
effects due to noise, rate fluctuation and interference from other wells. These effects 
make the measured pressure trends declining or rising and then obscure or distort the 
traditional flow behavior, which makes the following analysis difficult.  
 
In this thesis, the problems encountered in analysis of PDG transient pressure are 
investigated. A new algorithm, multi-well deconvolution, and corresponding computer 
codes are developed. The algorithm is based on linear recursion with added non-linear 
least squares optimization to deal with the noise problem in time domain. With this 
developed algorithm, the inter-well interference effect can be extracted and the 
variable-rate superposition effect can be solved at the same time. New 
deconvolution-based rate transient analysis and pressure transient analysis methods are 
both proposed in this thesis. Numerical well testing synthetic studies are performed to 
demonstrate these procedures. The results prove that the new method works well in 
homogeneous reservoirs with two wells flowing at single phase, multiple rates. 
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Nomenclature 
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EUR: Estimate Ultimate Recovery 
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Chapter 1                              
Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Background 
Permanent down-hole gauge (PDG) is a pressure and temperature real time monitoring 
systems installed at the bottom hole near the reservoir. The main objective is to help the 
reservoir management and the production by continuously measuring pressure and 
temperature in the reservoir. It has been widely installed in the oilfield around the world 
in recent years. 
 
Transient pressure from permanent down-hole gauges are characterized by long term 
and large volume. Usually the whole sequence of PDG pressure comprises hundreds of 
pressure drawdown (PDD) and pressure build-up (PBU) flow periods. So it has the 
potential to provide more information about a reservoir than those from relatively short 
test duration. However, the current pressure transient analysis (PTA) techniques are 
mainly based on the analysis of individual flow periods in isolation, namely PDD or 
PBU period in the test. Therefore, it becomes a challenge to analyze PDG transient 
pressure with the existing PTA techniques. 
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Figure 1. 1 PDG transient pressure data 
 
 
Moreover, there are several issues related to this kind of long-term PDG data, such as 
the data are inherently noisy because they are obtained under uncontrolled conditions.  
 
Besides, the measured long-term pressures, which combined test and production data, 
are both achieved under the variable conditions. In practice it is impossible to keep a 
constant flow condition for obtaining transient rate or transient pressure, so the practical 
dataset is either variable-rate transient pressure or variable-pressure transient rate. While 
current theoretical methods for rate transient analysis (RTA) and pressure transient 
analysis (PTA) in well testing are based on constant rate or pressure solutions, which 
means before the transient analysis, the transient data (pressure or rate) need to be 
normalized to that due to either a constant-rate or constant-pressure form.  
 
In addition to the noise problem and variable-rate superposition effect, multi-well 
interference effect is another common issue for transient pressure from PDG in practice. 
Interference effect between wells makes the measured pressure trends declining or 
rising and then obscures or distorts the traditional flow behaviour, which makes the 
following analysis difficult.  
 
All the stated issues above, i.e. long-term, noise problem, variable-rate superposition 
and multi-well interference effects in PDG transient pressure data make the 
straightforward interpretation unavailable due to the limitation of the current PTA and 
RTA theory. Therefore, this thesis attempts to understand the problems in processing 
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and analyzing PDG transient pressure data and to develop a more practical method to 
solve them.  
 
1.2 Main Conflict in Analysis of PDG Transient Pressure 
The main conflict in analysis of PDG transient pressure lies in the pre-analysis 
processing of the inherent issues in PDG data. In this section of the thesis, a general 
review of PDG data and relevant processing and analysis techniques is provided. Details 
of the problems which cause the conflict will be discussed in review of following 
literatures. 
 
The review starts with the characteristics of PDG data, and then goes through the 
relevant methods to solve the mentioned data issues. Pressure and rate transient analysis 
methods for processing transient pressure data are presented in detail. Deconvolution 
techniques and recent advances in deconvolution application are reviewed. Finally, the 
main problems in processing and analysis of PDG transient pressure are outlined.  
 
1.2.1 Review of PDG and PDG Data  
Permanent down-hole gauges (PDG) are metering devices installed down-hole to 
monitor the well and reservoir conditions in real time. Technology has evolved over 
more than 40 years since the first installation (Chorneyko, D.M., et al., 2006[75]). 
Installation of these gauges has been an increasingly common industry practice in 
worldwide because of the improved reliability and the value of information that the 
gauges provide. 
 
PDG components include gauges, housing, cable, connections, and acquisition systems. 
Permanent monitoring systems measure and record well performance and reservoir 
behavior from sensors, which are placed downhole during the completion. These 
measurements give engineers information essential to dynamically manage hydrocarbon 
assets, allowing them to optimize production techniques, diagnose problems, refine field 
development and adjust reservoir models. Sensors are placed downhole with the 
completion string close to the heart of the reservoir. Modern communications provide 
direct access to sensor measurements from anywhere in the world. Reservoir and well 
behaviors may now be monitored easily in real time, 24 hours a day, day after day, 
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throughout the lifetime of the reservoir. Engineers can catch performance daily, examine 
responses to changes in production or secondary recovery processes and also have a 
record of events to help diagnose problems and monitors in a power plant’s control 
room. (Athichanagorn, Suwat, et al, 1999[63]; Frota, H.M. and Destro, W., 2006[72])  
 
Data from permanent down-hole gauges can be examined and collected almost as soon 
as they are acquired at the down-hole of the well. A wide range of application of 
permanent downhole gauge data has been reported in the oil and gas industry (Ouyang, 
L.B. and Kikani, J., 2002[81]; McCracken, M. and Chorneyko, D., 2006[76]; Tibold, 
M.P., et al., 2000[78]; Queipo, N.V., et al., 2002[79]; Gringarten, A.C., et al., 2003[80]). 
These applications include: reduce ambiguity and uncertainties in the interpretation; 
detect the changes in reservoir properties; monitor skin, permeability, pressure 
drawdown over time; monitor hydraulic fracturing operations; monitor pump inlet and 
outlet pressures for pumping wells; evaluate the performance of well completion, 
simulation or workover; identify reservoir connectivity; evaluate operational efficiency; 
reduce the flowback time of new wells; and assist reservoir simulation and history 
matching.  
 
In practice, there are issues associated with the data that these gauges collect. Vast 
amounts of data are being gathered continuously at intervals down to one second over 
several years. This data contains more information about the reservoir parameters 
changing during short and long time intervals than data from traditional pressure 
transient tests which last for relatively small durations. In this situation, more 
information will be hidden in this long-term PDG pressure record than just a collection 
of drawdowns and buildups, which makes the interpretation of PDG data a new 
challenge. 
 
The advent of the permanent down-hole gauge motivates a new round of research 
interest in pressure transient analysis (PTA), also known as well test interpretation. 
Specifically, multi-rate pressure transient analysis techniques are improved. Because of 
the pressure data from permanent down-hole gauges are composited with hundreds of 
drawdown and buildup. 
 
However, current pressure transient analysis techniques, i.e. PBU analysis and PDD 
analysis, have drawbacks, such as it gives a limited reservoir volume, reveals limited 
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reservoir information and sometimes provides an incorrect diagnosis of the reservoir 
model (Du, K.F., 2007[70]).  
 
Besides the characteristic of long term and large volume, there are several issues related 
to this kind of PDG pressure data, such as the data are inherently noisy because they are 
obtained under uncontrolled conditions. In processing the noise issue, it has motivated 
several studies in data processing, noise reduction and new interpretation methodologies 
for the PDG data (Ouyang, L.B. and Sawiris, Ramzy, 2003[77]). Athichanagorn et al. 
(1999[73]) proposed a wavelet based data processing and interpretation procedure. This 
procedure was presented as a seven-step methodology that tackled the different issues 
relating to the data acquired from permanent down-hole gauges. 
 
Moreover, it involves two key effects in the transient pressure data from permanent 
down-hole gauges, namely, multi-rate superposition and multi-well interference effects. 
These issues have motivated several studies in data processing, noise reduction and new 
interpretation methodologies for the permanent down-hole gauge data. 
 
Since 20th century, almost all of giant fields in the world reached their maturity still 
having considerable amount of oil left behind to be recovered. Increasing demand for 
energy and the consequent high oil prices made small size fields, which were abandoned 
due to uneconomic operational conditions, renewedly attractive to oil companies. 
Because of these reasons, mature field development is increasingly becoming an 
attractive but challenging subject (Babadagli, T., 2005[10]; Ormerod, L., et al., 2006[9]; 
Claverie, M., et al., 2006[13]). 
 
The key issue in mature field development is the estimation of remaining reserves 
focusing on determination of the amount and location of the residual oil after primary 
and secondary recovery using field, log, and core data. After valuing the remaining oil, 
the right technique, such as tertiary recovery, infills, horizontals, and optimal placement 
of new wells to recover it, will be chosen. (Chedid, R. and Colmenares, F.,2002[1]; Carr, 
Brian, et al., 2000[2]; Mahroos, F.A., 2005[3]; Li, X.G., et al., 2005[4]; Naguib, M.A., 
et al., 2005[6]) 
 
Numerous mature field well tests have shown that in a multi-well reservoir system, the 
bottom hole pressure measured in one well is affected by the production from other 
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operating wells. This phenomenon is so-called inter-well interference effect, which 
potentially leads to misinterpret well test data. (Leaver, J.D., et al., 1988[90]; Onur, M., 
et al., 1991[91]; Hallford, D.L., et al., 1995[93]; Marhaendrajana, T., et al., 2003[95]; 
Bischoff, R. and. Bejaoui, R., 2005[8]) Such effect becomes dominant in 
high-permeability reservoirs, as well as in some intermediate- permeability or low- 
permeability reservoirs with short inter-well distance. 
 
In processing multi-well interference effect, traditional methodology is from multiple 
well tests (Kama, M. M., 1983[82]; Economies, M.J., and Ogbe, D.O., 1985[89]). The 
pressure response is measured in an observation well some distance away from the 
active well, which may be a producing or an injection well. Through the analysis of the 
observation well, average reservoir properties in the area separating the wells are 
determined. However, a drawback of multiple well tests is that it requires one or more 
potentially productive wells to be shut-in (Dominique Bourdet., 2002[83]).  
 
Many different techniques have been published to analyze transient pressure data 
affected by this multi-well interference effect. The first attempt to provide a generalized 
approach for the analysis of well test data from multi-well reservoir systems was 
presented by Onur, et al. (1988[84], 1989[85]). Onur, et al. assumed that all wells start 
producing at the same time and that the producing time is long enough for 
pseudo-steady state flow to occur. It was also observed that for short producing times, 
the inter-well interference behavior does not affect the semi-log straight line, i.e. 
pressure buildup data follow the Horner semi-log straight line. The application of this 
method is limited as it assumes that all of the wells under the production at the same 
time and that the pseudo-steady state flow condition is achieved prior to shut-in. 
 
Marhaendrajana, et al. (1997[87], 1999[88]) developed a new solution for the analysis 
and interpretation for wells that exhibit the well interference effect, in which production 
time as well as the symmetry of the multi-well configuration were taken into account. 
Their method also considered the case where the focus well does not need to begin 
production at the same time as the offset wells. Numerous cases of pressure buildup 
tests were observed that the pressure actually declines at later times during the test, 
indicating communication with the surrounding wells that are still on production. Their 
approach employs a straight-line graphical analysis of data on a Cartesian plot, where 
this yields a direct estimation of permeability. And “corrected” data functions were 
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generated using their well interference model to use type curve and semi-log analysis. 
The application of their method is limited as it can just for analyzing pressure buildup 
data from a well in a multi-well reservoir system. 
 
As mentioned before, multi-well interference effect is very common in PDG pressure 
data in oilfield practice (Britt, L.K., et al., 1991[92]; Erwin, M.D., et al., 2002[94]). It 
makes the measured pressure trends declining or rising and then obscures or distorts the 
traditional flow behavior, which makes the following analysis difficult, i.e. the 
construction of the incorrect semi-log straight line or the incorrect radial flow regime on 
a pressure derivative log-log plot. 
 
For multi-rate superposition effect, which is inevitable in PDG pressure, there have been 
several classical rate normalization methods. The purpose is to make sure normalized 
data, namely rate-normalized pressure, fit the traditional pressure transient theory. 
Methods published in the literature, on this subject area include various types of 
superposition and normalization methods (Palacio, J. C. and Blasingame, T.A., 1993[29]; 
Agarwal et al., 1999[23]).  
 
Deconvolution is one of these rate normalization methods because it can transfer the 
variable rate pressure data into an equivalent pressure response due to the constant rate 
profile. This equivalent constant rate pressure response can be used for reservoir model 
identification. Deconvolution technique has been applied to long-term PDG data in 
recent years. Schroeter et al. (2001[64], 2002[48]), presented a deconvolution technique 
by considering deconvolution as a nonlinear total least squares problem. Levitan et al. 
(2004[65]) also produced a more practical deconvolution algorithm by utilizing an 
unconstrained, nonlinear weighted least-squares objective function involving the sum of 
three mismatch terms for pressure, rate and curvature. Pimonov et al. (2009[69]) 
presented a pressure-pressure deconvolution algorithm, through which the flow rate is 
eliminated from the convolution formulation, so it can be used for analyzing multipoint 
pressure transient data such as interference test and MDT test. 
 
All the stated above, current methods of both pressure transient analysis and rate 
transient analysis have respective drawbacks and limitations. While the issues, i.e. 
long-term, noise problem, variable-rate superposition and multi-well interference effects 
in transient pressure data from permanent down-hole gauges make the straightforward 
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interpretation unavailable. This is my original intention to develop the multi-well 
deconvolution algorithm and deconvolution-based transient analysis technique to deal 
with the problems in PDG transient pressure. 
 
1.2.2 Review of Pressure and Rate Transient Analysis Techniques  
Pressure Transient Analysis (PTA) Technique 
Flow in a reservoir is often characterized as being one of two types, namely transient or 
boundary-dominated. Transient flow takes place during the early life of a well, when the 
reservoir boundaries have not been felt, and the reservoir is said to be infinite-acting. 
During this period, the size of the reservoir has no effect on the well performance, and 
from analysis of pressure or production, nothing can be deduced about the reservoir size 
(in theory, the size of the reservoir does have an effect even at very early times, but in 
reality, this effect is so small as to be negligible- and not quantifiable with any kind of 
confidence). Transient flow forms the basis of a domain of reservoir engineering called 
pressure transient analysis (PTA), also known as well test interpretation (Lee, W.J., and 
Spivey, J.P., 1998[99]). 
 
The field of well testing relies heavily on equations of flow for a well flowing at 
constant rate. Initially, the flow regime is transient, but eventually when all the reservoir 
boundaries have been felt, the well will flow at steady state (if a constant pressure 
boundary exists) or at pseudo-steady state (if all the boundaries are no-flow boundaries). 
During pseudo-steady state, the pressure throughout the reservoir declines at the same 
rate, and the reservoir acts like a tank (hence the alternative name, tank-type behavior). 
The concept of pseudo-steady state is applicable to a situation where the well is flowing 
at a constant flow state. 
 
Since the beginning of the 1980’s, the technical advances in hardware, data acquisition 
and interpretation techniques have significantly increased the scope and capabilities of 
transient well test analysis. These advancements have been reviewed by Horne 
(1990[97]): (1) pressure derivative analysis method, (2) the common availability of 
computer software/packages for rapid graphical presentation, (3) the use of non-linear 
regression (automated type curve matching), (4) the availability of higher precision, 
high frequency data (pressure and flow rate), and (5) the development of new 
interpretation models such as those for multiphase flow, multi-layered, radial composite 
and compartmentalised reservoirs. 
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In this past decade, well testing has been transformed from a level mainly interested in 
determining a well’s productivity to a sophisticated discipline capable of characterising 
the reservoir geometry, boundary and heterogeneity (Weiland, J., 2008[102]; Nnadi. M. 
and Onyekonwu.M., 2004[104]; Freddy, H.E.,2004[105]; Kamal, M.M., et al., 
2005[101]; Jackson, R.R. and Banerjee.R.,2000[100]; Landa, J.L., et al., 2000[103]; 
Zakirov, S.N., et al., 2006[106]). 
 
Transient analysis is based on the assumption that the production rate during the test has 
been constant. In practise, well test analysis is the interpretation of the pressure response 
of the reservoir to a given change in the rate, from zero to a constant value for a 
drawdown, or from a constant value to zero for a build up (Perrine, R.L., 1956[96]).  
 
The analysis of recorded pressure as a function of time is termed transient analysis. The 
procedure of pressure change in the formation caused by production, namely drawdown, 
or well shut-in after production, namely build-up, can be modelled by a second order 
partial differential equation: 
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With properly defined assumptions for the application to the slightly compressible, 
single phase fluid flow in the porous media, the equation can be linearised and reduced 
to a new form, which has been defined as the diffusivity equation: 
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are called the hydraulic diffusivities. For radial flow, the corresponding equation is: 
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For well testing, the first attempt to solve this equation was made by Van Everdingen 
and Hurst by applying the Laplace transformation. The principle solution for transient 
analysis is the constant rate solution, i.e. a line source solution (compared to the 
reservoir geometry, the well was approximated as a line with zero radius) which 
describes the pressure drop in the well bore due to constant rate production. With one 
initial and two boundary conditions specified, and the following assumptions: 
 Homogeneous and isotropic porous medium of uniform thickness; 
 Pressure independent rock and fluid properties; 
 Small pressure gradients; 
 Radial flow; 
 Applicability of Darcy’s law; 
 Negligible gravity forces, in an infinite acting reservoir. 
 
This solution in field units has been given by Matthews and Russell: 
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The mathematical function, )( xi −Ε , is the exponential integral and is defined by: 
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For x <0.01, this term can be further simplified as: 
5772.0)ln()( +=−Ε xxi
                                              (1.7) 
Where the number 0.5772 is Euler’s constant and the constants in Equation (1.5) are due 
to application of field units. 
 
For well test analysis, since the pressure is measured at the well bore, it is usually found 
that the condition x<0.01 is satisfied even for small values of testing time, t. Therefore, 
the Equation (1.5) can be re-written as: 
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This is the basic equation for transient well test analysis (constant rate drawdown). 
 
The analytical solution to the diffusivity equation for a uniform pressure initial 
condition and a constant flow rate inner boundary condition has led to an expression for 
the dynamic wellbore pressure behavior of a model reservoir having homogeneous 
formation permeability and instantaneous skin effect. The objective of a well test is to 
measure the dynamic response of an actual reservoir under these same conditions and 
determine unknown reservoir parameters. The two most important such parameters are 
the permeability thickness product, kh , and the skin factor, s. The productivity of a well 
can only be predicted if these quantities are known.  
 
The problem of well testing is essentially one of parameter estimation in which the 
unknown properties are adjusted until the theoretical solution or ideal model matches 
the measured system behavior. In linear systems this can often be achieved directly 
without a search process. 
 
Often the first significant transient event at an oil well is the initial production period 
that results in a pressure drawdown at the formation face. Provided the production rate 
can be controlled at a constant value, the physical situation corresponds to the model 
conditions and thus it seems logical to investigate what can be learned about the well 
and the reservoir from pressure drawdown data. 
 
The drawdown test is run by producing the well at a constant flow rate while 
continuously recording down-hole pressure. While most reservoir information obtained 
from a drawdown test can also be obtained from a pressure build-up test, there is an 
economic advantage of drawdown testing since the well is produced during the test. The 
main technical advantage of drawdown testing is the possibility of estimating reservoir 
volume. The main disadvantage is the difficulty of maintaining a constant production 
rate and the fact that the skin factor may change due to the well cleaning up. 
 
The down-hole pressure at an active well producing at a constant rate in an 
infinite-acting reservoir is given by: 
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i.e. 
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if the reservoir is at ip initially and t is the time from the start of production. 
Theoretically a plot of measured flowing down-hole pressure versus the natural 
logarithm of flowing time, i.e. semi-log plot, should be a straight line of slope m and 
intercept 1=tp  . Hence the analysis of drawdown data consists of making a plot of wfp  
against tln giving: 
1ln =+= twf ptmp
                                                  (1.11) 
From equation (1.11) the slope is given by: 
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and the intercept corresponding to tln  equals to 0 by: 
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Once the slope of the straight line portion of the semi-log plot, m , has been determined 
the permeability thickness product, kh , can be calculated from equation(1.12). This 
presumes that the oil production rate, sq , has been measured in the test and the oil 
formation volume factor, B , and viscosity, µ , are known from laboratory PVT studies. 
If the formation thickness, h , is known from log evaluation, the formation permeability, 
k , can be obtained. Equation (1.13) may be rearranged as an explicit expression for the 
skin factor, i.e. 
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Hence if the initial reservoir pressure, ip , the porosity,φ , the total compressibility, tC , 
and the wellbore radius, wr , are known the skin factor can be calculated from the slope 
and intercept of the plot using equation (1.14).  
 
The preceding equations can be used with either of the sets of consistent units. However, 
within the oil industry, there is still a preference for using field units and the working 
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equations are easily transformed to accommodate this. The field unit’s version of 
equation (1.10) is: 
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or on rearranging: 
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Hence, in field units, a plot of wfp  versus tln gives a straight line of slope, m , and 
intercept, 1=tp , where: 
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Which on solving for the skin factor, S , becomes: 
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If the drawdown test is long enough, the down-hole flowing pressure will eventually 
derivate from the semi-log straight line and make the transition from infinite-acting to 
semi-steady state behavior.  
 
Although pressure drawdown tests give considerable information about the reservoir, 
the well testing interpretation is an inverse problem, which is a process of resolving the 
unknown system by items of the known input signal (such as flow rate changes) and 
output signal (such as reservoir pressure changes). It is well known that there is no 
unique resolution for this kind of inverse problems, so one of main tasks is to determine 
the reservoir model before interpretation.  
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Rate Transient Analysis (RTA) Technique 
Rate transient analysis (RTA), also known as production data analysis, has advanced 
significantly over the past years (Mohaghegh, S.D., et al., 2005[39]; Gaskari, R., et al., 
2006[40]) 
 
The first systematic approach to analyzing oil and gas production rate data was 
presented by Arps in the 1950’s. Arps decline equation is based on empirical 
relationships of rate vs. time for oil wells. It covers three decline types: exponential, 
hyperbolic and harmonic, which is based on different decline exponent (Slider, H. C., 
1968[17]; Huffman, C.H. and Thompson, R.S., 1994[36]). 
 
Arps decline curve analysis is a graphical procedure used for analyzing declining 
production rates and forecasting future performance of oil and gas wells. A curve fit of 
past production performance is done using certain standard curves. This curve fit is then 
extrapolated to predict potential future performance. Decline curve analysis is a basic 
tool for estimating recoverable reserves. Conventional or basic decline curve analysis 
can be used only when production history is long enough that a trend can be identified. 
 
This rate analysis is not grounded in fundamental theory but is based on empirical 
observations of production decline. There are theoretical equivalents to these decline 
curves (for example, it can be demonstrated that under certain circumstances, such as 
constant well backpressure, equations of fluid flow through porous media under 
“boundary-dominated flow” conditions are equivalent to “exponential” decline).  
 
It is implicitly assumed, when using decline curve analysis, the factors causing the 
historical decline continue unchanged during the forecast period. These factors include 
both reservoir conditions and operating conditions. Some of the reservoir factors that 
affect the decline rate include: pressure depletion, number of producing wells, drive 
mechanism, reservoir characteristics, saturation changes, and relative permeability. 
Operating conditions that influence the decline rate are: separator pressure, tubing size, 
choke setting, workovers, compression, operating hours, and artificial lift. As long as 
these conditions do not change, the trend in decline can be analyzed and extrapolated to 
forecast future well performance. If these conditions are altered, for example through a 
well workover, then the decline rate determined pre-workover will not be applicable to 
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the post-workover period (Jericho L.P. , et al., 2004[42]; Kabir, C.S. and Izgec, B., 
2006[43]). 
 
When analyzing rate decline, two sets of curves are normally used. The flow rate is 
plotted against either time or cumulative production (Li, K. and Horne, R.N., 2005[45]). 
Time is the most convenient independent variable because extrapolation of rate-time 
graphs can be directly used for production forecasting and economic evaluations. 
However, plots of rate vs. cumulative production have their own advantages. Not only 
do they provide a direct estimate of the ultimate recovery at a specified economic limit, 
but will also yield a more rigorous interpretation in situations where the production is 
influenced by intermittent operations.  
 
The following steps are taken for exponential decline analysis, and for predicting future 
flow rates and recoverable reserves: 
1.  Plot flow rate vs. time on a semi-log plot (y-axis is logarithmic) and flow rate vs. 
cumulative production on a Cartesian (arithmetic coordinate) scale. 
2.  Allowing for the fact that the early time data may not be linear, fit a straight line 
through the linear portion of the data, and determine the decline rate "D" from the slope 
(-D/2.303) of the semi-log plot, or directly from the slope (D) of the rate-cumulative 
production plot.  
3.  Extrapolate to q = qE to obtain the recoverable hydrocarbons. 
4.  Extrapolate to any specified time or abandonment rate to obtain a rate forecast and 
the cumulative recoverable hydrocarbons to that point in time. 
A testament to the success of Arps style decline analysis is its continued popularity 
today. One of the most attractive features of the Arps methodology is its simplicity.  
Because it is an empirical method, it requires no knowledge of reservoir or well 
parameters. The application of the method involves using an empirical curve match to 
predict the future performance of the well. Thus, it can be applied to production through 
any type of reservoir drive mechanism. In fact, a practical set of guidelines has been 
assembled through extensive field analysis, which suggests what curves belong with 
which type of reservoir (Gentry, R. W., 1972[21]). 
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One of the restrictions of Arps decline analysis is its inability to disassociate the 
production forecast from operating constraints. In other words, the ultimate recoverable 
reserves, predicted by the Arps decline must inherently assume that historical operating 
conditions remain constant in the future. Another drawback of Arps is its limited 
applicability in the transient (or infinite acting) flow regime.  In fact, Arps decline 
analysis is often misused for transient dominated production data, such as hydraulically 
fractured tight gas wells. Under such conditions, an analysis technique capable only of 
predicting ultimate recovery (such as Arps) has very limited application. Instead, other 
methods that use transient solutions should be used. 
 
Although Arps equation is strictly applicable for pseudo-steady state conditions, it has 
been often misused for oil and gas wells whose flow regimes are still in a transient state. 
 
Fetkovich, M.J. et al. (1985[31], 1987[27], and 1996[30]) extended the concept of using 
type curves (previously reserved for welltest analysis) to the analysis of production data.  
The Fetkovich methodology uses the same Arps depletion stems to analyze boundary 
dominated flow, and constant pressure type curves (originally developed by Van 
Everdingen and Hurst) for transient production.  The most valuable feature of type 
curves lies not in the analysis, but in the diagnostics.  For example, the type curve 
match can show whether or not production data is still in transient or has become 
boundary dominated (something that Arps decline analysis does not do).  Like Arps, 
the Fetkovich method calculates expected ultimate recovery, but is constrained to 
existing operating conditions.  The transient portion of the Fetkovich type curves 
assumes constant bottomhole flowing pressure.  Thus, for discontinuities in production 
data (such as extended shut-in or placing a well on compression) a segmented approach 
must be taken.  Furthermore, if the well is rate restricted, such an approach will not 
work.  
 
Fetkovich Liquid System Decline Curves were published (1980[24]) for analyzing oil 
wells producing at a constant pressure. He combined early time, analytical transient 
solutions with Arps equations for the later time, pseudo steady-state solutions. Although 
the value of the b ranges from 0 to 1, curves for b> 1 are often misused to match 
transient data. These liquid system curves are not recommended for gas wells when the 
amount of pressure drawdown is moderate to large. Alternately, these curves (b=0 and 
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b= 1) may be used for gas wells if gas well data are converted to an equivalent liquid 
system data. 
 
Carter Gas System Type Curves were developed (1985[25]) to fill the gap which left 
with the method of Fetkovich decline curves. Carter used a variable λ reflecting the 
magnitude of pressure drawdown in gas wells. His λ  = 1, 0 curves corresponds to b = 0 
on the Fetkovich liquid decline curves and represents a liquid system curve with an 
exponential decline. Curves with λ  = 0.75 and 0.55 are used for gas wells with an 
increasing magnitude of pressure drawdown. Obviously, Carter type curves are better 
suited to estimate reserves for gas wells. 
 
Palacio & Blasingame Type Curves were presented (1993[29]) which provide a major 
advancement in the area of analyzing oil or gas well performance data using type curves. 
This paper is an excellent culmination of their work and the work of other investigators 
whose goals were to convert gas well production data into equivalent constant rate 
liquid data. They also established a clear relationship among the previously discussed 
decline curves. Palacio-Blasingame type curves provide a useful tool to estimate gas in 
place (GIP), reservoir permeability and skin. However, the transient period are strictly 
valid only for radial flow and thus may not be suitable for analyzing gas wells with 
relatively long vertical hydraulic fractures of infinite or finite conductivity. It is also 
difficult to pick up a clear transition between the transient and the PSS flow periods 
from these and the other previously discussed decline curves. Palacio-Blasingame 
utilizes derivative methods to help with the type curve matching process but this result 
in multiple curves even for the radial flow system.  
 
Agarwal-Gardner Rate-Time Type curves were presented (1998[18]) which represent 
advancement over previous work because a clearer distinction can be made between 
transient and boundary dominated flow periods. The new curves also contain derivative 
functions, similar to those used in the pressure transient literature to aid in the matching 
process. These production decline curves are, to our knowledge, the first to be published 
in this format specifically for hydraulically fractured wells of both infinite and finite 
conductivity. Finally, these new curves have been extended to utilize cumulative 
production data in addition to commonly used rate decline data. 
 
Normalized Pressure Integral (NIP) Type curves use normalized pressure instead of 
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normalized rate. Analysis is the inverse of Agarwal-Gardner Rate-Time Type curves 
(Rietman, N.D., 1995[33]).    
 
There are also modern analytical methods that do not use type curves.  One such 
method is called the Flowing Material Balance (Doublet, L.E., et al., 1994[22]). This is 
a new production data analysis method, based on a modified version of the 
Agarwal-Gardner Rate-Cumulative type curves. The method is similar to a conventional 
material balance analysis, but requires no shut-in pressure data (except initial reservoir 
pressure).  Instead, it uses the concepts of pressure normalized rate and material 
balance (pseudo) time to create a simple linear plot, which extrapolates to 
fluids-in-place.  
 
Like all analytical methods, modern decline analysis makes certain simplifying 
assumptions about the reservoir and production data.  Most of the methods mentioned 
assume single phase, volumetric reservoirs.  However, some non-volumetric effects, 
such as water-drive and interference among multiple wells can be handled effectively, 
using influence functions (e.g. Blasingame type curves have a multiple-well feature that 
can accommodate and account for interference effects) (Blasingame, T .A. and Lee, W 
J.,1986[26]; Blasingame, T.A., et al., 1989[19]; Blasingame, T.A., et al., 1991[28]; 
Blasingame, T.A. and Rushing, J.A., 2005[20]) The assumption of single-phase 
production in the reservoir is, in most cases, also considered valid; especially for gas 
wells (gas compressibility dominates the material balance).  The primary impact of 
multi-phase production in gas wells is in the wellbore, where special care must be taken 
to ensure that the pressure loss from surface to bottomhole conditions is estimated 
correctly. 
 
Modern methods, such as those of Blasingame and Agarwal-Gardner are similar to 
Fetkovich, in that they use type curves for production data analysis.  However, the 
primary difference is that the modern methods incorporate the flowing pressure data 
along with production rates and they use analytical solutions to calculate 
hydrocarbons-in-place. Thus, expected recoverable reserves can be quantified 
independently of production constraints. The traditional techniques are not capable of 
quantifying hydrocarbons-in-place, except by using an empirical recovery factor.  
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Two features of modern decline analysis that improve upon the traditional techniques 
are:  
 Normalizing of rates using flowing pressure drop: plotting a normalized rate (q/ p) 
enables the effects of back pressure changes to be accommodated in the reservoir 
analysis.  
 Handling the changing compressibility of gas with pressure: using pseudo-time as 
the time function enables the gas material balance to be handled rigorously as the 
reservoir pressure decreases with time.  
   
In summary, rate transient analysis techniques have advanced significantly over the past 
few years. There are many different methods available currently. However, for practice, 
each current method of production data analyses has its own strengths and limitations. 
There is no single production data analysis method is capable of handling all types of 
data and reservoir types and there is no one clear method that always yields the most 
reliable answer (Jalali, J., et al., 2006[41]). Hence, a reliable method which is 
maximally suitable for various reservoir and wells with more accurate and frequent data 
is required.   
 
With the real-time monitoring of the production system, a wide range of rate analysis 
should be carried out to manage the reservoir performance, e.g. production optimization, 
facilities design, production forecasting, and allocation and loss management, etc. 
Production rate analysis should be more valid as a reservoir characterization tool, with 
the advent of continuous measurement (surface and downhole pressure measurements, 
continuous surface rate and pressure measurements, etc). 
 
1.2.3 Review of Deconvolution Technique  
Deconvolution technique has been developed for over forty years and has received 
much attention recently as it has made an important challenge on traditional well test 
(pressure transient analysis) and production data analysis (rate transient analysis). It is 
not a new interpretation method, but a new tool to process pressure and rate data in 
order to obtain more interpretable data for well test and production analysis. 
Deconvolution provides the equivalent constant–rate pressure response or 
constant-pressure rate response of the well / reservoir system affected by variable rates/ 
pressures. With the implementation of permanent downhole pressure and flow-rate 
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measurement systems, the importance of deconvolution has increased because it is now 
possible to process the well test/production data simultaneously and obtain the 
underlying well/reservoir model.  
 
Theoretical Background of Deconvolution Techniques 
Hypothesis: )(th is a linear response of a system, the output is )(ty and input is )(tx . 
So )(ty can be written as a convolution integral as follows: 
τττ dxthty )()()( ∫
∞
∞−
−=                                               (1.20) 
With given output )(ty and input )(tx to recover the system response )(th is so-called 
Deconvolution.  
 
The single-well problem of deconvolution is given by Duhaml’s integral or principle 
superposition, which as a function of time; the pressure drop is the convolution product 
of rate and reservoir response: 
∫ −=−=∆
t
i dtgqtpptp
0
)()()()( τττ                                    (1.21) 
Where, )(tq  and ( )tp  are the measured flow rate and pressure at any place in the 
wellbore including wellhead, and ip is the initial pressure. In equation (1.21), g  is 
referred to as the impulse response of the system. 
 
Thus, estimating the reservoir response essential amounts to inverting this convolution 
integral and is therefore an instance of a widely encountered mathematical problem 
called deconvolution. 
 
Pressure-rate deconvolution 
In pressure-rate deconvolution, the unit constant-rate pressure response of the reservoir 
can be reconstructed based on the following convolution integral: 
∫
−
=−=∆
t
u
i ddt
tdp
qtpptp
0
)()()()( τττ                                 (1.22) 
Where, )(tq  and ( )tp  are the measured flow rate and bottom-hole pressure. ip is the 
initial pressure and up is the unit-rate pressure response. 
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Rate-pressure deconvolution 
In rate-pressure deconvolution, the unit constant-pressure rate response of the reservoir 
can be reconstructed based on the following convolution integral: 
∫
∆
−=
t
up ddt
pd
tqtq
0
)()()( τττ                                          (1.23) 
Where, upq  represents the rate response of the system if the well was produced at a unit 
constant-pressure condition. 
 
Classification of Deconvolution Methods 
All the existing deconvolution methods can be broadly classified into two groups: 
spectral methods and time domain methods. Spectral methods are based on the 
convolution theorem of spectral analysis. They apply spectral transform like the Laplace 
and Fourier transform to get the convolution product (Kuchuk, F.J. and Ayestaran, L., 
1985[61]; Roumboutsos, A. and Stewart, G., 1988[62]; Bourgeois M.J. and Horne R.N., 
1993[58]; Cheng, Y.M., et al., 2003[60]; Ilk, D. et al., 2005[52]; Iseger, P.D., 2006[66]; 
Al-Ajmi, N., et al., 2008[68]).Time domain methods discretize the convolution integral 
using interpolation scheme and proceed to solve the linear system. In order to reduce 
solution oscillation, a set of smoothing constraints have been imposed on the solution. 
Time domain methods including the linear solution (Jargon J.R. and van Pollen, H.K., 
1965[54]; Thompson L.G., Reynolds A.C.,1986[56]), constrained total least squares 
(Kuchuk F.J. et al., 1990[55]; Baygun B. et al., 1997[57]), nonlinear total least 
squares(von Schroeter, T., et al., 2004[49]; Levitan, M.M., 2005[50]; Kuchuk, F.J., et al., 
2005[47])and etc have been proposed. 
 
The simplest algorithm for deconvolution known in numerical mathematics is the linear 
recursion method. This algorithm performs polynomial division in iterative scheme and 
is not stable for the rate data error larger than 1%, since after the discretization of 
Duhamel’s integral, the linear equations of the reservoir system get ill-conditioned 
coefficient matrices, accumulating errors and providing big oscillations in the solution. 
 
In order to deal with the instability problem in deconvolution, Thompson (1986[56]), 
Kuchuk et al (1985[61]) firstly made the system linear equations overdetermined 
through reducing the number of parameters in the solution and secondly seek solutions 
through minimizing a measure of the error signal. 
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Minimization problem still was subjected to instability since many local minima can 
exist for minimization function. The number of constraints was applied by Kuchuk 
(1990[55]). And other upgrades to the solution space, namely positiveness of the 
solution signal, its derivative and concaveness, the extent of autocorrelation for solution 
and energy constraint, during deconvolution in time space make the constrained 
Total-Least-Square methods robust enough, up to the rate error 2%, to be further 
developed for successful transformation of pressure-rate data into the constant-rate 
pressure response. 
 
Recently, two important deconvolution algorithms (Von Schroeter et al., 2004[49]; 
Levitan, 2005[50]) have been published in the literature. Von Schroeter et al. first 
presented a time-domain method for deconvolution that have been shown to work when 
a reasonable level of noise is present in both pressure and rate data. There are three 
novel ideas about their algorithm. Firstly, in order to remove the sign constraints the 
reservoir response function must be satisfied with, equation (1.22) is solved not for 
unit-rate pressure response urp , but for the logarithmic derivative ( ) ( )[ ]tdtdpur ln/ln  
directly. Secondly, a regularization based on the curvature of the derivative is imposed 
to achieve some degree of smoothness of the solution. Finally, error in both pressure and 
rate data is allowed by considering a total least-square formulation in their algorithm. 
Von Schroeter et al.’s method can get stable deconvolution result even under the 
condition of 10 percents of flow-rate measurement errors. 
 
However the assumption of this algorithm about the first node in solution as that 
corresponding to the unit-slope wellbore storage pressure vs. time behavior. The latter is 
needed to start solving the system of non-linear equations and also to recover the 
pressure response from its logarithmic derivative for which the above equations are 
initially solved. Based on the work of Von Schroeter et al., Levitan presented some 
practical considerations and made some improvement on the algorithm. Levitan’s 
algorithm avoids this assumption by another less critical about the smallness of the first 
point time in the solution albeit does not prohibit for this point pressure to be negative. 
Both Levitan’s and von Schroeter et al. algorithms allow for simultaneous initial and 
rate correction when deconvolving. 
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Assumptions and Limitations of Deconvolution 
The basic assumption of all deconvolution techniques is the consistency of measured 
pressure and rate data with the linear Duhamel’s model, which is based on the principle 
of superposition. The linearity of the system suggests only one well creating pressure 
perturbation to initially equalized region and static character of the parameters of 
reservoir and well. It sets some limitations that, for example, we cannot apply 
deconvolution if there is some interference from other wells nearby. Also we cannot 
apply deconvolution if there is aquifer or gas cap influence. Another requirement for 
linearity of the system is the single-phase flow, which means that the down-hole 
pressure for deconvolution must be higher than the reservoir bubble point pressure in oil 
reservoir. Moreover, the initial uniformity of pressure, within the whole investigated 
part of reservoir and the well rate from all the production by this well, all the way from 
initial equilibrium state must be satisfied. 
 
However, deconvolution requires the solution of an ill-conditioned problem, meaning 
that small changes in input (measured pressure and rate data) can lead to large changes 
in the output (deconvolved) result. For the cause of ill-conditioned problem, the results 
of linear solution are very unstable and the flow-rate measurement errors have much 
influence on the deconvolution methods. Therefore, it needs to develop robust 
deconvolution algorithms which are error-tolerant. In the recent several stable 
algorithms(Cinar M., et al., 2006[59]) were built that are capable of resolving the 
problem stated at pressure error up to 1% and rate error less than 10% that is crucial fact 
for development of  deconvolution methods and its broad application. 
 
The Application of Deconvolution Techniques in Well Test Analysis  
Over the past forty years, pressure-rate deconvolution techniques have been applied to 
well test pressure and rate data to obtain the constant-rate behaviour of the reservoir 
system. The primary objective of applying pressure-rate deconvolution is to transform 
the pressure data response from a variable-rate test or production sequence into an 
equivalent pressure profile that would have been obtained if the well were produced at a 
constant rate for the entire duration of the production history. 
 
If such an objective can be achieved with some success then the deconvolved response 
will remove the constraints of conventional analysis techniques that have been built 
around idea of applying a special time transformation (based on the logarithmic 
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multi-rate superposition time) to the test pressure data so that the pressure behaviour 
observed during individual flow periods would be similar in some way to constant-rate 
system response. As is well known, the superposition-time transform does not 
completely remove all effects of pervious rate variations and often complicates test 
analysis due to residual superposition effects, which can distort the regular pressure 
trends. Due to these reasons, pressure-rate deconvolution problem has attracted 
considerable interest over the past many years.  
 
Because deconvolution operation highly depends on the consistency of measured 
pressure and rate data with the linear Duhamel’s model, it is important to make rate 
measurement regularly. Apart from the rate precision, the linearity of the system, which 
was built on the principle of superposition, suggests only one well creating pressure 
perturbation to initially equalized region and static character of the parameters of 
reservoir and well. It sets some limitations that, for example, deconvolution cannot be 
applied if there is some interference from other wells nearby. Also deconvolution cannot 
be applied if there is aquifer or gas cap influence. Another requirement for linearity of 
the system is the single-phase flow, which means that the down-hole pressure for 
deconvolution must be higher than the reservoir bubble point pressure in oil reservoir. 
Moreover, the initial uniformity of pressure, within the whole investigated part of 
reservoir and the well rate from all the production by this well, all the way from initial 
equilibrium state must be satisfied. 
 
Recently, robust pressure-rate deconvolution algorithms (Hollaender, F., et al., 2001[64]; 
Levitan, M.M., et al., 2006[51]; Ilk, D., et al., 2006[53]) have emerged, which motivate 
the development of new methods for analyzing well test data. 
 
The Application of Deconvolution Techniques in Production Analysis 
With the advent of continuous measurement (surface and downhole pressure 
measurements, continuous surface rate and pressure measurements, etc.), production 
analysis for reservoir characterization has become very popular in recent years 
(Anderson, D.M., et al., 2006[38]).  
 
Analysis of the long-time flowrate data has been traditionally done using Arps decline 
curves (1950s[15]) to predict future production. In early 1980s, Fetkovich combined the 
empirical decline curves from Arps with the constant-pressure analytical solution for 
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transient production analysis and brought a much more rigorous foundation to 
decline-curve analysis. Fetkovich has also incorporated backpressure variations into the 
analysis. However, the effect of wellbore-pressure variations, including backpressure, 
that can mask the decline characteristics of curves. 
 
Conventional (constant-pressure) decline curves are needed to determine decline types. 
Therefore, wellbore or surface-pressure variations during the decline analysis should be 
minimized at least for diagnostic purposes. A large number of papers on decline-type 
curves have been published for a variety of reservoir types, based on the 
constant-pressure production mode.  
 
Various types of superposition and normalization methods, which aim at converting 
variable-pressure liquid solution to the corresponding constant-pressure solution, have 
been published in the literatures (Palacio, J. C. and Blasingame, T.A., 1993[29]; 
Agarwal et al., 1999[23]). As is well known, rate-normalized or pressure-normalized 
solutions are only approximate for variable rate/pressure histories and may not work if 
rate and pressure variations are not monotonic.  
 
While, deconvolution can be a way to solve the pressure variations and avoids the 
transformation problem mentioned above in the meantime. As rate-pressure 
deconvolution directly provides the unit-rate pressure vs. real time based on constant 
downhole pressure production.  
 
Recently, deconvolution-based method has been proposed in decline-curve analysis by 
Kuchuk (Kuchuk, F.J., et al., 2005[47]). Unneland, T., et al. (2005[37]) presented a 
procedure for applying continuous downhole pressure and rate measurements in decline 
curve analysis. The convolution of a constant pressure model extends classic 
decline-curve methods to the cases of wells operated at varying pressures, and allows 
reservoir description and well performance monitoring to be performed without shutting 
the well down for data acquisition.  
 
1.2.4 Problems in Processing and Analyzing PDG Transient Pressure  
The whole record sequence of the PDG pressure usually comprise several cycles of 
pressure drawdown (PDD) and pressure build-up (PBU) flow periods. The duration of 
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each PBU or PDD period is relatively short and the pseudo-steady state is not 
established in the area of investigation given such short production times. 
 
Therefore, analysis of individual flow periods in isolation, i.e. PBU analysis or PDD 
analysis, gives a limited reservoir volume, reveals limited reservoir information and 
sometimes provides an incorrect diagnosis of the reservoir model. 
 
To address this issue it need to develop a new method for the analysis of PDG pressure 
data from a well in multi-well reservoirs where both buildup and drawdown data can be 
taken into account even with short test times.  
 
As reviewed before, deconvolution technique can solve multi-rate superposition 
problem in single-well reservoir system. It has become a useful addition to the suite of 
techniques used in well test analysis. However, the existing deconvolution algorithm is 
applicable only for the case when there is just one active well in the reservoir. It cannot 
be used for pressure transient analysis when there are several active wells operating in 
the field and the bottom hole pressure measured in one well is affected by the 
production from other wells operating in the same reservoir.  
 
In order to apply deconvolution technique into multi-well interference analysis, a new 
deconvolution algorithm has to be developed. This new multi-well deconvolution 
algorithm will be possible to remove not only the rate variation effect of the well itself 
but also the pressure interference with other wells in the same reservoir. Then it will be 
able to reconstruct the true characteristic well pressure responses to unit-rate production 
of each producing well in the reservoir. These responses will reflect the reservoir/well 
properties and will be used for recovering these properties by the techniques of pressure 
transient analysis. 
 
 
1.3 Motivation and Objective 
It has been noted that the current RTA and PTA methods are not satisfied with PDG 
transient pressure data. A pre-analysis data processing is required so that the long-term, 
noise, variable-rate superposition and multi-well interference effects in PDG transient 
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pressure can be solved and traditional analysis methods can be fully utilized. It is the 
demand that motivated the work in the thesis. 
 
The main objective of the thesis is to develop an algorithm for processing PDG transient 
pressure with noise, variable-rate superposition and multi-well interference effect. After 
the processing, the pressure/rate variations can be solved and the inter-well interference 
can be extracted. The entire history of PDG transient pressure can be analyzed. Thereby 
additional reservoir diagnostics and more distant reservoir features, such as reservoir 
boundaries can be obtained. 
 
To achieve this objective, I have performed the following work: 
 
 Developed a deconvolution algorithm for processing single-well PDG 
transient pressure with variable-rate superposition effect 
 
 Developed a deconvolution algorithm for processing PDG transient pressure 
with multi-well interference effect 
 
 Developed a deconvolution-based diagnostic tool, i.e. Primary Pressure 
Derivative diagnostic, for multi-well interference effect 
 
 Proposed a deconvolution-based RTA method and a deconvolution-based 
PTA method. 
 
 Proposed a double-checked practice method for analysis of transient pressure 
integrated with the transient rate analysis. 
 
1.4 The Outline of the Thesis 
This thesis includes seven chapters. The outline is as follows: 
 
This Chapter has introduced the background of PDG development and main issues in 
PDG transient pressure data. Current methods for processing and analyzing transient 
pressure and rate data are reviewed and the main conflicts are discussed. As a result, the 
development of a new method for processing and analyzing PDG transient pressure will 
be the focus of this thesis. The remaining chapters are used to provide more details and 
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the development and application of the new method. 
 
In Chapter2, the analytical pressure diffusion theory for single-well reservoir system is 
presented to describe the variable rate transient flowing conditions. A new time-domain 
deconvolution algorithm is then developed to deal with the flow rate variations and 
noise problem in single-well PDG data. Deconvolution-based transient pressure analysis 
theory and procedure are then derived in detail. Finally synthetic cases and numerical 
well testing are studied. Results are presented to prove the validity of the developed 
single-well pressure-rate deconvolution algorithm and corresponding 
deconvolution-based pressure transient analysis. 
 
In Chapter3, the analytical theory of single-well rate transient analysis is presented. A 
new rate-pressure deconvolution algorithm in time-domain is then developed for the 
rate normalization. Then, deconvolution-based rate transient analysis theory is derived 
in detail. Finally synthetic cases are studied and results are presented to prove the 
validity of the developed single-well rate-pressure deconvolution algorithm and 
corresponding deconvolution-based rate transient analysis. A double-checked practice 
method for analysis of transient pressure integrated with the transient rate analysis is 
also proposed. 
 
In Chapter4, the analytical pressure diffusion theory and derivation for two-well 
reservoir system is presented to describe the different transient flowing conditions. A 
new two-well deconvolution algorithm is then developed to extract the interference and 
normalize the variable flowing rate. Deconvolution-based self pressure analysis method 
is derived in detail. Finally numerical well testing synthetic studies are performed to 
demonstrate the procedures of processing and analysis.  
 
In Chapter5, the analytical inter-well interference theory and derivation for two-well 
reservoir system is presented. The computing procedure of the developed two-well 
deconvolution is outlined. This algorithm is based on linear recursion with added 
non-linear least squares optimization procedure. Deconvolution-based interference 
analysis method is then derived in detail. Finally numerical well testing synthetic 
studies are performed to demonstrate these procedures of processing and analysis.  
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In Chapter6, single-well deconvolution has been applied to oil-gas reservoir system, 
interference diagnostics and reservoir boundary identification. Current single-well 
algorithm has been modified for this application. Multi-well deconvolution has been 
applied for interference extraction and analysis. Several synthetic cases are investigated 
and the results demonstrate the performance of the developed deconvolution algorithm 
on synthetic multi-well test data as well as multi-phase test data. 
 
Summary and conclusions are given in Chapter7. An overview of achievements is 
outlined and the guideline for future research work is suggested. 
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Chapter 2                                    
Deconvolution-based Pressure 
Transient Analysis of Single-Well 
PDG Data  
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Traditionally well testing is completed by analyzing transient pressure due to constant 
production rate to derive reservoir properties such as skin, permeability and outer 
boundary conditions. This constant rate transient pressure, which is due to fixed flowing 
rate, is obtained from the measurement gauge in the well bore during the well test 
period.  
 
However, in the oil industry practice, the constant flowing condition is hard to maintain, 
so the transient pressure data obtained will result from variable flowing rate history. 
And this is particularly true in the case, when transient pressure data is from a PDG over 
a relatively long period of production time. Therefore, the well testing interpretation 
methods cannot be applied directly before having the specified conditions met the 
criteria. A mathematical algorithm called deconvolution can solve this problem.  
 
Deconvolution technique is capable of transferring the transient pressure, due to 
variable or step rate history, into an equivalent constant rate transient pressure. Once 
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having this task completed, the traditional well test analysis methods can be used for 
reservoir system identification and parameter estimation.  
 
This chapter presents study results based on synthetic cases and numerical well testing.  
A new time-domain deconvolution algorithm and corresponding computer codes were 
developed for the study. It was proved that the new deconvolution algorithm works well 
in the case with single phase oil, but breaks down when dealing with cases having 
multi-phase flow and well interference effects in the data. These aspects will be 
addressed in the following chapters. 
 
The organization of this chapter is as follows. The analytical pressure diffusion theory 
for single-well reservoir system is presented to describe the variable rate transient 
flowing conditions. A new time-domain deconvolution algorithm is then developed to 
deal with the flow rate variations. Then, deconvolution-based transient pressure 
analysis theory and procedure are derived in detail. Finally synthetic cases, which were 
based on the same numerical model, are studied and results are presented to prove the 
validity of the developed deconvolution algorithm and corresponding 
deconvolution-based analysis. 
 
2.2 Analytical Theory of Single-Well Pressure Transient Analysis 
2.2.1 Description of Single-Well Pressure Diffusion  
Flow in a reservoir is often characterized as being one of two types, namely transient 
or boundary-dominated. 
 
Transient flow takes place during the early life of a well, when the reservoir boundaries 
have not been felt, and the reservoir is said to be infinite-acting. During this period, the 
size of the reservoir has no effect on the well performance, and from analysis of 
pressure or production, nothing can be deduced about the reservoir size. Transient flow 
forms the basis of a domain of reservoir engineering called Pressure Transient Analysis 
(PTA), also known as well test interpretation. 
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The field of well testing relies heavily on equations of flow for a well flowing at 
constant rate. Initially, the flow regime is transient, but eventually when all the 
reservoir boundaries have been felt, the well will flow at steady state (if a constant 
pressure boundary exists) or at pseudo-steady state (if all the boundaries are no-flow 
boundaries). During pseudo-steady state, the pressure throughout the reservoir declines 
at the same rate, and the reservoir acts like a tank. The concept of pseudo-steady state 
is applicable to a situation where the well is flowing at a constant flow state. 
 
In infinite reservoirs, if there is a single well, which is producing as shown in Figure 
2.1, the pressure distribution of this well can be described as infinite acting reservoir 
behavior. 
 
Figure 2. 1 Pressure distribution of one well (Well 1) in an infinite reservoir 
 
In closed reservoirs, if there a single well, which is producing as shown in Figure 2.2, 
the pressure distribution of this well can be described as follows: 
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Figure 2. 2 Pressure distribution of one well (Well 1) in a closed reservoir 
 
The pressure distribution of the two wells can be described as follows: 
Firstly, the pressure transient is not reached the boundary. Well 1 shows the infinite    
acting reservoir behavior. Then the pressure transient has reached the boundary, the 
boundary influence is seen on Well 1. When the influence of the closed boundary 
reaches the Well 1, it changes to the pseudo-steady state flow behavior. 
 
2.2.2 Theory and Derivation for Single-Well Pressure Diffusion 
In a closed reservoir with single phase fluid, single well producing, two flow regimes 
will be encountered for the well. (Storage is not taken into account in this study), 
namely: 1st flow state (radial flow) and 2nd flow state (pseudo-steady). The pressure 
distribution function and its derivation in each flow regime are shown below:  
 
Transient Flow: 
The pressure distribution in the infinite reservoir is a function of the time and the 
distance to the producing well (space). It can be expressed with the Exponential 
Integral function: 
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For small x value, )ln()( xxEi γ−=− , the Exponential Integral can be approximated by a 
log function (with 78.1=γ , Euler’s constant). Therefore: 
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The primary pressure derivative here can be written as 
ttconsdtpdPPD /tan/' =∆=                                         (2.3) 
The logarithmic derivative can be expressed as dtpdttdpd /ln/ ∆×=∆         (2.4) 
 
Pseudo Steady State Flow (closed reservoir):  
In closed reservoirs, when all boundaries have been reached, the flow regime changes 
to pseudo steady state. The shape of the pressure profile becomes linear with time, and 
it simply declines as the reservoir is being depleted. During the pseudo steady state 
flow regime, the bottom-hole flowing pressure is a linear function of the elapsed time. 
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Primary Pressure Derivative: 
hAc
qBdtppdpdtpd
t
wfi φ234.0/)(/
'
=−=∆=∆                            (2.6) 
Logarithmic Derivative: 
t
hAc
qBdtpdtpttdpd
tφ
234.0/ln/ ' =∆×=∆=∆                            (2.7) 
So the primary derivative of the pressure response versus time on log-log plot will be a 
zero slope line, while the corresponding logarithmic derivative on log-log scale should 
be a constant value. 
 
2.3 Single-Well Pressure-Rate Deconvolution 
2.3.1 Single-Well Pressure-Rate Deconvolution Theory  
In single-well reservoir system, the equation of deconvolution is given by Duhaml’s 
integral or principle of superposition, which is a function of time, where the pressure 
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drop across the reservoir is the convolution product of rate and reservoir response as 
shown in Eq.1 below. 
∫ −=−=∆
t
i dtgqtpptp
0
)()()()( τττ                                    (2.8) 
Where, )(tq  and ( )tp  are the measured flow rate and pressure at any place in the 
well-bore up to the wellhead, and ip is the initial reservoir pressure. In this 
equation, g  is referred to as the impulse response of the reservoir system. 
 
Therefore, in order to estimate the reservoir system response, the inversion of this 
convolution integral and this mathematical problem is so-called deconvolution.  
 
Pressure-rate Deconvolution Problem 
In pressure-rate deconvolution, the unit constant-rate transient pressure response of the 
reservoir system can be reconstructed based on the following convolution integral: 
∫
−
=−=∆
t
ur
i ddt
tdp
qtpptp
0
)()()()( τττ                                 (2.9) 
Where, )(tq  and ( )tp  are the measured flow rate and bottomhole pressure. ip is the 
initial reservoir pressure and urp is the unit-rate pressure drop (subscript ur stands for 
unit rate).  
 
2.3.2 New Single-Well Pressure-Rate Deconvolution Algorithm  
The pressure-rate convolution integral can be expressed as: 
∫ −=−=∆
t
wfi dthqtpptp
0
)()()()( τττ                                  (2.10) 
Where, )(tpwf  is the down-hole pressure and )(th  represents the system response 
function of the reservoir. It equals to primary derivative of unit-rate pressure drop of 
the well, which can be written as: 
dttdpth ur /)()( =
                                                   (2.11) 
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The discrete convolution function can be written as:  
)()()(
1
0
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                                             (2.12) 
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The linear recursion algorithm can be expressed as follows:  
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With cumulative trapezoidal integral, unit-rate pressure drop can be written as： 
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The above-mentioned linear recursion deconvolution algorithm cannot give a stable 
solution due to the error accumulation at late time. So I add nonlinear least square 
(NLS) functions to the algorithm. With the added NLS optimization procedure, the 
developed deconvolution algorithm can give more accurate results. 
 
The nonlinear least square algorithm includes following steps: 
Step 1: Input data ( wfp , q ) 
Step 2: 1st Subtraction (calculate p∆ ) 
)()( tpptp wfi −=∆
 
                                               (2.17) 
Step 3: 1st Deconvolution (calculate h ) 
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Step 4: 1st Summation (calculate up ) 
)1()1( hpur =   )1( =n  
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2.4 Deconvolution-based Pressure Transient Analysis 
2.4.1 Analytical Solutions of Deconvolution-based Transient Pressure 
1st Flow State (Radial Flow): 
The pressure distribution in the infinite reservoir is a function of the time and the 
distance to the producing well. It can be expressed with the exponential integral 
function: 
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The pressure distribution of Well 1 can be written as follows:  
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Here, wr  is a very small value. For small x , )ln()( xxEi γ−=− , the exponential integral 
can be approximated by a log(with 78.1=γ , Euler’s constant): 
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tconsttconsp tanlogtan +×=∆                                       (2.22) 
ttconsdtpdPPD /tan/ =∆=                                          (2.23) 
tconstPPD tanlog)log( +−=                                         (2.24) 
So in this state, the slope of PPD versus time on log-log plot is 1− , shown in Figure 
2.3. 
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2nd Flow State (Pseudo-steady): 
In closed reservoirs, when all boundaries have been reached, the flow regime changes 
to pseudo steady state. When all boundaries have been reached, the shape of the 
pressure profile becomes constant with time, and it simply drops as the reservoir is 
being depleted. During the pseudo steady state regime, the bottom-hole flowing 
pressure is a linear function of the elapsed time as below: 
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So in this state, the slope of PPD versus time on log-log plot is zero, shown in Figure 
2.3. 
. 
 
Figure 2. 3 Primary derivative of the unit-rate pressure drop on log-log plot 
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2.4.2 Deconvolution Product and Corresponding Physical Expressions 
The developed single-well pressure-rate deconvolution algorithm is based on 
homogeneous reservoirs. And the deconvolution products is h , shown in Figure 2.3.  
In Figure 2.3, h shows a -1 slope curve followed by a zero slope line. And this profile 
looks consistent with that from analytical solutions discussed above. 
 
That is because h is the primary derivative of urp , while urp  is the unit-rate p∆ . So 
the profile of h  is consistent with the pressure derivative PPD .  
So the single-well deconvolution product is consistent with the unit-rate pressure 
response from theoretical analytical solutions. This agreement validates the developed 
single-well pressure-rate deconvolution algorithm. 
 
2.4.3 Workflow of Deconvolution-based Pressure Transient Analysis 
The workflow, which shows procedures of applying deconvolution method for 
transient pressure analysis is as follows: 
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Figure 2. 4 Workflow of Deconvolotion-based Pressure Transient Analysis  
 
 
2.5 Synthetic Case Studies 
In order to validate the developed deconvolution algorithm, several sets of synthetic 
pressure and rate data are produced. These numerical experiments are particularly 
useful because the exact result from the deconvolution algorithm produce is known.  
Data Generation       Modeling 
Multi-rate Pressure 
Constant-rate Pressure 
Deconvolution 
Constant-rate Pressure 
(Deconvolved Pressure) 
If match, Do Next 
Unit-rate Pressure 
(p ur ) 
Comparison with the Results 
from BU&DD Test and  
Model Simulation 
Flow Regime Diagnostics  
Boundary Identification 
Parameter Estimation 
 (A, er and OOIP ) 
Cartesian Plot 
 Log-log Plot  
Semi-log Plot 
Parameter Estimation 
( skh, ) 
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Figure 2. 5 Reservoir Model for Synthetic Case 1-5 
 
 
The reservoir model, as shown in Figure 2.5 used for case 1-2 is a fully penetrating 
single vertical well, located in a uniform formation, bounded on all sides by no-flow 
boundaries. Other parameters are listed in Table2.1. Results from these cases are 
interpreted below. 
 
Initial reservoir pressure, ip  = 4500 psia 
Porosity, φ  = 0.3 
Permeability, k  = 50 mD 
Thickness, h  = 20 ft 
Oil formation volume factor, oB  = 1.22rb/STB 
Viscosity, µ = 0.9 cp 
Total compressibility, tc  =1.02e-5 1/psia 
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Well radius, wr  = 0.3 ft 
Reservoir radius, R  = 4000 ft 
Table 2. 1 Reservoir and Fluid Properties for Synthetic Cases 1-2 
 
Case 1 
This case is designed to test the performance of the pressure-rate deconvolution 
algorithm. Figure 2.6 shows the simulated production history, which includes two 
short buildups and three drawdown periods. Pressure-rate deconvolution has been 
implemented for the whole test period. The result is shown in Figure 2.7, which is the 
unit-rate pressure response as a result of deconvolution. Figure 2.8 shows a match of 
the equivalent constant-rate-pressure response reconstructed from the deconvolution 
algorithm with the simulated constant-rate transient pressure. They are almost 
identical.  
 
 
Figure 2. 6 Simulated production history, which includes three pressure draw downs 
and two short build ups. The red line is flowing rate and the blue line is the 
corresponding pressure response. 
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Figure 2. 7 The pressure-rate deconvolution result of the whole testing history in 
Cartesian plot, where the horizontal axis shows the elapsed time, while the vertical axis 
shows the unit-rate pressure response. 
 
Figure 2. 8 The comparison of constant-rate pressure response between the 
deconvolution result (step rate) and simulated case (constant flowing rate). The blue 
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line is the deconvolved pressure, while the red line is that from simulation under the 
constant flowing rate condition. 
 
Once the unit-rate pressure response is generated from the pressure-rate deconvolution, 
one can investigate such response to identify the reservoir model and its parameters. 
Figure 2.9 shows the diagnostic comparison of the deconvolution results for the whole 
flowing history with the longest drawdown (the first one) period and simulated 
production history, in which the transient pressure and their derivatives for the first 
pressure drawdown period (3240hrs); constant-rate drawdown pressure from 
deconvolution and the simulated pressure response under the equivalent constant-rate 
condition are all in good agreement. This indicates that the behaviour of deconvolved 
data can represent the true reservoir response under the constant flowing conditions. 
Figure 2.10 shows the comparison of deconvolution results of the whole flow history 
with the longest drawdown period and simulated production history on semi-log plot 
and Figure 2.11 shows the comparison above all in Cartesian plot. All the plots show 
the good match. 
 
Figure 2. 9 The comparison of pressure and pressure derivatives between drawdown, 
deconvolution and simulation results on log-log diagnostic plot. Two short blue and 
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black lines show the longest pressure drawdown period, which takes 3240 hours, while 
other four longer lines represent the deconvolution and simulation results for the whole 
testing history.  
 
Figure 2. 10 Comparison of drawdown test, deconvolution and simulation results  
on semi-log plot 
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Figure 2. 11 Comparison of drawdown test, deconvolution and simulation results  
on Cartesian plot 
 
Thereafter the traditional well-test analysis method can be used to calculate the 
reservoir parameters. Results in this case have shown in Table 2.2. It shows that the 
results from drawdown, deconvolution and simulated cases are almost the same. 
 
 DD Test Deconvolution Calculation True Model Relative Error 
k(md) 47.6338 46.2274 47.6338 50 3.0136% 
S 5.5288 5.1049 5.5288 5 7.6671% 
A(acre) 1144.0005 1146.3837 1147.8431 1148.9977 1.2714% 
R (ft) 3982.7415 3986.8877 3989.4248 4000 0.6359% 
OOIP 
(STB) 
4.3650e7 4.3741e7 4.3797e7 4.4e7 0.1279% 
Table 2. 2 Comparison of the parameters estimated by drawdown test, deconvolution 
and calculation from the true model parameters 
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Case 2 
As well known, both pressure and rate data are subjected to be uncertain in practice. 
This gives rise to error in the final solution. This case is designed to test the 
performance of the deconvolution algorithms in dealing with noise and error from the 
measurements.  
 
Drawdown pressure data was simulated with added noise. In the same time, noise was 
also added to the corresponding flowing rate. Figure 2.12 shows the simulated 
flow-rate and transient pressure history. Pressure-rate deconvolution and rate-pressure 
deconvolution are implemented on the whole set of data using the developed 
algorithms respectively. Nonlinear Total Least-Square (NTLS) method was used in 
processing the deconvolution results, i.e. unit-pressure rate from rate-pressure 
deconvolution and unit-rate pressure from pressure-rate deconvolution. These are 
shown in Figure 2.13. The black line is deconvolved unit-rate pressure with noise, 
while the red line is deconvolved unit-rate pressure without noise. The good match 
indicates the good performance of the modified deconvolution algorithm on dealing 
with noisy data. 
 
 
Figure 2. 12 One set of simulated data with added random noise. The green line is 
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flowing rate, while the blue line is corresponding pressure response. Both rate and 
pressure is with the added noise. 
 
 
 
Figure 2. 13 This figure shows the comparison of deconvolved pressure without noise 
from original algorithm and that with noise from modified algorithm. The black line is 
deconvolved unit-rate pressure with noise, while the red line is deconvolved unit-rate 
pressure without noise.  
 
The deconvolution results, i.e. unit-pressure rate, constant-pressure rate which are from 
rate-pressure deconvolution and unit-rate pressure, constant-rate pressure which are 
from pressure-rate deconvolution, all shown in following figures. 
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Figure 2. 14 Deconvolved unit-pressure rate decline response 
 
Figure 2. 15 Deconvolved constant-pressure rate decline response 
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Figure 2. 16 Deconvolved constant-rate pressure response 
 
 
Case3 
The deconvolution algorithms described above are ideally suited for the analysis of the 
data from a single active well in the reservoir. However, in practical situation, there 
usually have several active wells operating in the same field and the bottom-hole 
flowing pressure measured in the well during a test is affected by production from 
other wells. The transient data obtained from the gauge have so called interference 
effect.  
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Figure 2. 17 Two-well Reservoir Model 
 
 
In order to test the capability of the developed algorithms in handling data with 
interference effect, one synthetic case from a two-well model is constructed and 
simulated. This reservoir model with two wells is shown in Figure 2.17. Fully 
penetrating two vertical wells, located in the homogeneous formation, bounded on all 
sides by no-flow boundaries. The distance between the two wells is 2260ft. Other 
associated parameters are listed in Table 2.3. 
 
Initial reservoir pressure, ip  = 3000 psia 
Porosity, φ  = 0.3 
Permeability, k  = 50 mD 
Thickness, h  = 100 ft 
Oil formation volume factor, oB  = 1.2rb/STB 
Viscosity, µ = 1.2 cp 
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Total compressibility, tc  =6e-6 1/psia 
Well radius, wr  = 0.3 ft 
Reservoir radius, R  = 4100 ft 
Table 2. 3 Reservoir and Fluid Properties for Synthetic Case 3 
 
The Well 1 is put on production first and then the Well 2 starts to produce around 840 
hours later. Several pressure buildups are performed in each of the wells. The total time 
period of the data is 4800 hours. Figure 2.18 shows the pressure and flow rate history 
of the two wells.  
 
Figure 2. 18 Simulated two-well testing history, which includes several pressure draw 
downs and buildups. The green line and blue line present the pressure and flow rate for 
well 1. The red line and yellow line are for well 2, production started 840 hours later 
following the well 1 production.  
 
Figure 2.19 shows the pressure and flow rate history of Well 1.Deconvolution is 
implemented on the whole period of the test data from Well 1 and the results presented 
as the unit-rate pressure is shown in Figure 2.20. The developed deconvolution 
algorithms totally failed in this case.  
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Figure 2. 19 Simulated production rate and pressure history of Well 1 
 
 
Figure 2. 20 The deconvolved unit-rate pressure response of Well1. Before about 3700 
hours, the deconvolved pressure values of vertical axis are totally zero and after that 
the calculated values show a scatter, which means that the deconvolution algorithm 
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failed. 
 
The same procedures were repeated for well 2, as shown in Figure 2.21. The 
deconvolution result is shown in Figure 2.22, which is also proved the failure of the 
developed deconvolution algorithms due to interference.  
 
 
 
Figure 2. 21 Simulated production rate and pressure history of Well 2 
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Figure 2. 22 The deconvolved unit-rate pressure response of Well 2. The resulted 
curve is not continuous due to the interference effect from Well 1. But it seems better 
that the result of Well 1 because the interference effect on well 2 is much less than that 
on Well 1 due to later production. 
 
New algorithm need to be developed in deconvolving pressure and rate data affected 
by production from another well operating in the same reservoir. This is the ongoing 
research currently. The result will be reported in the near future. 
 
 
Field case studies 
Since deconvolution algorithm strictly relies on the assumption that the convolution 
integral of the reservoir system is linear, i.e. the superposition principle has to be 
satisfied. So the flow has to be single phase. However, the bottom-hole pressure of the 
well cannot always be kept higher than the reservoir bubble point pressure. 
Multi-phase flow cannot be avoided. Once multi-phase flow is developed in the well, 
the condition specified for deconvolution will fail to work. In the following, two field 
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cases believed with multi-phase flow are used to investigate this problem and further 
test the developed deconvolution algorithm.  
 
Case 4 
About one month transient pressure with two-phase flow from the permanent down 
hole gauge in a North Sea field is shown in Figure 2.23. The flow rate is recovered 
from wavelet transform algorithm developed parallel to the current research. 
 
Figure 2. 23 This figure shows one month Permanent Downhole Gauge (PDG) data set 
(about 30,000 data points) from an oilfield in the North Sea in Cartesian plot, where 
the horizontal axis shows the elapsed time, while the vertical axis shows the recorded 
pressure. A series of transient pressure draw downs and build ups are shown as 
continuous changes due to flowing rate changing or well shut-in.  
 
The pressure-rate deconvolution and rate-pressure deconvolution are implemented on 
this data set. The deconvolution results are shown in Figure 2.24 and Figure 2.25 
respectively. Apparently, the developed deconvolution algorithms failed again in 
handling this situation. 
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There is also a need to further develop new algorithm capable dealing with multi-phase 
flow deconvolution problem. This is not available currently in the industry. 
 
 
Figure 2. 24 The result using pressure-rate deconvolution algorithm on two phase flow 
data. The calculated values show a wide scatter, which proved that the deconvolution 
algorithms failed in this case. 
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Figure 2. 25 The result using rate-pressure deconvolution algorithm on two phase flow 
data. The order of magnitude of deconvolved rate values is significantly big, which 
failed the deconvolution algorithm developed. 
 
Case 5 
Figure 2.26 shows a 30-hour flow period of two phases, oil and water. I do 
pressure-rate deconvolution on this set of data. The result, shown in Figure 2.27, 
presents wrong. 
 
Figure 2. 26 Production rate and pressure history 
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Figure 2. 27 Deconvolved constant-rate pressure response 
 
 
2.6 Chapter Conclusions 
According to this study, several conclusions can be derived, as follows: 
 
A new pressure-rate deconvolution algorithm is developed to deal with the flow rate 
variations and noise problem in single-well PDG data. The constant-rate pressure 
response of a single-well reservoir system was calculated using the developed 
pressure-rate algorithm. 
 
Theoretical derivation of the pressure-rate deconvolution product has been finished, 
which proved that the deconvolution product consistent with that from traditional 
pressure transient theory. 
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Analytical and simulation cases have been produced for comparison. The results from 
analytical, simulation and deconvolution solutions agree with each other, which prove 
that the developed single-well pressure-rate deconvolution algorithm works well. 
 
Deconvolution-based transient pressure analysis theory and corresponding workflow 
are proposed in detail. This deconvolution-based analysis procedure has improved the 
traditional well testing methods. 
 
Numerical well testing synthetic studies have been performed to demonstrate the 
procedure of this deconvolution-based transient pressure analysis. The results proved 
that this deconvolution-based analysis method worked well in homogeneous reservoirs 
with one well flowing at single phase, multiple rates. And this new method improved 
the traditional pressure transient analysis technique. 
 
The problems of multi-phase and multi-well interference were addressed with field 
case studies. Single-well deconvolution algorithm in this chapter failed in handling 
these situations. New algorithm is required and results addressing interference and 
multi-phase problems will be presented in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 3                                    
Deconvolution-based Rate 
Transient Analysis of Single-Well 
PDG Data  
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Decline-cure analysis is a method to match the observed production rates of individual 
well, group wells or reservoirs for reserve estimation and production forecast. 
Traditional decline curve analysis such as exponential; hyperbolic or harmonic 
methods, were presented by Arps in the 1950s. In early 1980s, Fetkovich combined the 
empirical decline curves from Arps with the constant-pressure analytical solution for 
transient production analysis. This set decline-curve analysis on a more rigorous 
foundation. Therefore Arps decline curve parameters can be related to reservoir 
parameters due to constant down-hole flowing pressure.  
 
However, in reality, due to the condition constraints or changes in operating procedures, 
the down-hole flowing pressure is seldom kept constant over long periods of time. So 
the method cannot be applied directly. Various types of superposition and 
normalization methods (Palacio, J. C. and Blasingame, T.A., 1993[29]; Agarwal et al., 
1999[23]) have been published in the literature. 
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Since deconvolution can transfer the variable-rate pressure data into an equivalent 
pressure response due to the constant rate, it can be used as a rate normalization 
method. Therefore, this deconvolved rate, equivalent constant-pressure rate as 
normalized data then fit the decline-curve analysis theory and can be used to provide 
information on the reservoir properties, hydrocarbon in place and estimated ultimate 
recovery (EUR). 
 
This chapter presents study results using synthetic cases to investigate the potential of 
deconvolution technique in rate transient analysis. A new rate-pressure deconvolution 
algorithm and corresponding computer codes are developed for this study. A 
deconvolution-based analysis method is proposed in detail. 
 
The organization of this chapter is as follows. Firstly, the analytical theory of 
single-well rate transient analysis is presented. A new time-domain deconvolution 
algorithm is then developed for the rate normalization. Then, deconvolution-based 
transient analysis theory and procedure are derived in detail. Finally synthetic cases, 
which were based on the same numerical model, are studied. A double-checked 
practice method for analysis of transient pressure integrated with the transient rate 
analysis is proposed here. And results are presented to prove that the new 
deconvolution algorithm works well in single phase oil reservoir system and 
corresponding deconvolution-based analysis methods look very promising.  
 
3.2 Analytical Theory of Single-Well Rate Transient Analysis 
3.2.1 Theory and Derivation of Arps Decline Curves 
Decline curve analysis technique has been developed over the past decades through 
interpreting rate transient data in controlled environments. It is derived from empirical 
observations of the production performance of oil and gas wells. Three types of decline 
have been observed historically: exponential, hyperbolic, and harmonic, as shown in 
Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3. 1 Type curves for Arps empirical rate-time decline equations, unit solution 
( 1=iD ) 
 
The most general form of decline equation is shown below: 
( )bit
i
bD
q
tq 1
1
)(
+
=                                                    (3.1) 
In this equation, when b equals 0 and 1 represents exponential and harmonic decline, 
respectively. During PSS for liquid system, the exponential decline is a characteristic 
of constant pressure production whereas the harmonic decline is due to constant rate 
production. Any other value of b represents a hyperbolic decline.  
The definition of the instantaneous or current decline rate (D) is as follows: 
t
qqD
∆
∆
−=
/
                                                       (3.2) 
D is the fractional change in rate per unit time, frequently expressed in "% per year". 
The decline rate D is not constant, so it must be associated with a specified rate, hence 
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Di at flow rate qi. b is the decline exponent. The values of b  have been derived for 
different reservoir drive or recovery mechanisms.   
Exponential decline occurs when the decline rate “D”, is constant and the decline 
exponent “b” is 0, which can be expressed as follows: 
q
dtdqqKD /* 0 −==                                                (3.3) 
Integrating the above formulation: ∫ ∫−=
t q
qi
q
dqDdt
0
                          (3.4) 
, which yields: 
iq
qDt ln=−                                                       (3.5) 
So the rate-time equation can be given by: Dti eqq
−
= *                     (3.6) 
The cumulative rate dteqdtqQ Dt
t t
i ***
0 0
−
∫ ∫==                           (3.7) 
Integrating the formulation above can yield: 
D
eqqQ
Dt
ii
−
−
=
*                                                    (3.8) 
Substitute from Rate-time equation above to find: 
D
qqQ i −=                                                         (3.9)  
this is Rate–Cumulative function.   
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If D varies, the decline is considered to be either hyperbolic or harmonic, in which case, 
an exponent "b" is incorporated into the equation of the decline curve, to account for 
the changing decline rate. 
Hyperbolic decline occurs when the decline is proportional to a fractional power of the 
production rate 0 < b< 1, which can be expressed as follows: 
q
dtdqqKD b /* −==                                               (3.10) 
for initial conditions b
i
q
D
K =                                          (3.11) 
Integrating the above formulation ∫ ∫ +−=
t q
q
bb
i
i
i
q
dqdt
q
D
0
1*                      (3.12) 
, which yields: 
b
i
b
b
i
i qq
q
tbD
−−
−=                                                    (3.13) 
So the rate-time equation can be given by: bii tbDqq
1
)1(
−
+=                 (3.14) 
The cumulative rate dttbDqdtqQ
t t
b
ii∫ ∫
−
+==
0 0
1
*)1(*                      (3.15) 
Integrating the formulation above can yield: 






−+
−
=
−
1)1()1(
1
b
b
i
i
i tbD
Db
qQ                                        (3.16) 
Substitute from Rate-time equation: 
bi
i q
q
tbD )()1( =+                                                   (3.17) 
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to find the Rate–Cumulative function: 
 )()1(
11 bb
i
i
b
i qq
Db
qQ −− −
−
=                                           (3.18) 
, where Di is the decline rate at flow rate qi, and b varies from 0 to 1.  
Harmonic Decline occurs when the decline is proportional to production rate (b = 1), 
which can be expressed as follows: 
q
dtdqqKD /* 1 −==                                                (3.19) 
for initial conditions 
i
i
q
D
K =                                          (3.20) 
Integrating the above formulation ∫ ∫−=
t q
qi
i
i
q
dqdt
q
D
0
2*                       (3.21) 
, which yields: 
tii
i
qqq
tD 11
−=                                                      (3.22) 
So the rate-time equation can be given by: 1)1( −+= tDqq ii                  (3.23) 
The cumulative rate dttbDqdtqQ i
t t
i
1
0 0
)1(* −+== ∫ ∫                       (3.24) 
Integrating the formulation above can yield: 
[ ])1ln( tD
D
qQ i
i
i +=                                                 (3.25) 
Substitute from the Rate-time equation above to find: 
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q
q
D
qQ i
i
i ln=                                                       (3.26)  
this is Rate–Cumulative function.   
Decline curve analysis is usually conducted graphically, and in order to help in the 
interpretation, the equations are plotted in various combinations of "rate", "log-rate", 
"time," and "cumulative production". The intent is to use the combination that will 
result in a straight line, which then becomes easy to extrapolate for forecasting 
purposes. The decline equations can also be used to forecast recoverable reserves at 
specified abandonment rates. 
3.2.2 Reserve Estimation and Production Forecast  
Using the following, we can calculate the expected ultimate recovery for a variety of 
situations. 
Exponential: 
D
qqQEUR abff
−
+=                                        (3.27) 
fDt
if eqq
−
=                                                       (3.28) 
where; 
iq : initial rate. This is the starting rate of the period preceding the forecast 
abq : abandonment rate 
fq : rate at the beginning of the forecast period 
iQ : cumulative production at the start of the forecast 
D : decline rate 
Note: The ‘f’ subscript denotes conditions at the beginning of the forecast period. 
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Figure 3. 2 Schematic diagram of the rate decline curve 
 
Hyperbolic: [ ]babbfibi
f
f
f qtbDqDb
qQEUR −−− −+
−
+= 1/111 )1()1(                 (3.29) 
Harmonic: )ln(
ab
f
f
f
f q
q
D
qQEUR +=                                        (3.30) 
With knowledge of the EUR, we can estimate fluid-in-place and drainage area: 
)( wfit PPc
EURN
−
=  (MBbls)                                           (3.31) 
)43560(0
0
hS
NB
A
Φ
=  (acres)                                         (3.32) 
3.3 Single-Well Rate-Pressure Deconvolution  
3.3.1 Single-Well Rate-Pressure Deconvolution Theory  
In single-well rate-pressure deconvolution, the unit constant-pressure transient rate 
response of the reservoir system can be reconstructed based on the following 
convolution integral: 
∫
∆
−=
t
up dtd
pd
tqtq
0
)()()(
τ
τ
τ                                          (3.33) 
Where, upq  represents the transient rate response of the reservoir system if the well 
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was produced at a unit constant-pressure condition (subscript up stands for unit 
pressure).  
 
3.3.2 New Single-Well Rate-Pressure Deconvolution Algorithm 
In the rate-pressure convolution integral equation (3.33), the down-hole pressure drop 
here can be expressed as: 
)()( tpptp wfi −=∆                                                 (3.34) 
Given that dtpdh /' ∆=                                              (3.35) 
So function (3.33) can be rewritten as: 
∫ −=
t
up dhtqtq
0
' )()()( τττ                                             (3.36) 
The discrete convolution function can be written as:  
)()()( '
1
0
knhkqnq
N
k
up −= ∑
−
=
                                            (3.37) 
Nnnq ,...,2,1),( =   
Nnnh ,...,2,1),(' =  
 
The linear recursion algorithm can be expressed as follows:  
)1(/)1()1( 'hqqup =   )1( =n                                          (3.38) 
)1(
)1()2(...)3()2()2()1()1()()()(
'
''''
h
nhqhnqhnqhnqnq
nq upupupupup
−−−−−−−−
=                     
),...,3,2( Nn =                                                      (3.39) 
 
The above-mentioned linear recursion deconvolution algorithm cannot give a stable 
solution due to the error accumulation at late time. So I add nonlinear least square 
(NLS) functions to the algorithm. With the added NLS optimization procedure, the 
developed deconvolution algorithm can give more accurate results. 
 
The nonlinear least square algorithm includes following steps: 
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Step 1: Input data ( wfp , q ) 
Step 2: 1st Subtraction (calculate p∆ ) 
)()( tpptp wfi −=∆
 
Step 3: 1st Derivation (calculate dtpd /∆ ) 
dtpdh /' ∆=  
Step 4: 1st Deconvolution (calculate upq ) 
2'
1
2
2
' )),((
2
1),(
2
1
min)( iiupi
n
i
upX
qhqconvqhqconvXF −=−= ∑
=
                
 
3.4 Deconvolution-based Rate Transient Analysis 
3.4.1 Analytical Solutions of Deconvolotion-based Transient Pressure   
My developed single-well rate-pressure deconvolution algorithm is based on 
homogeneous reservoirs. And the deconvolution product, upq , is the rate response per 
unit pressure drop.  
Since the decline curve analysis is based on empirical observations of production rate 
decline, and not on theoretical derivations, attempts to explain the observed behaviour, 
using the theory of flow in porous media, lead to the fact that these empirically 
observed declines are related to "boundary dominated flow". When a well is placed on 
production, there will be transient flow initially. Eventually, all the reservoir 
boundaries will be felt, and it is only after this time, that decline curve analysis 
becomes applicable, and the value of "b" lies in the range of 0 to 1, depending on the 
reservoir boundary conditions and the recovery mechanism. 
For homogeneous single-layer systems with single-phase liquid (highly undersaturated 
oil wells), the value of b  is zero, exponential (Fetkovich). 
And it can be shown that, theoretically, when a well is producing at constant 
backpressure, exponential decline is equivalent to "boundary dominated flow", which 
fits the deconvolution solutions, as follows: 
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)(/*)( tpeqtq Dtiup ∆= −                                              (3.40) 
It can be shown mathematically, that an exponential decline will also result in a 
straight line when plotted as Flow Rate vs. Cumulative Production. 
Under ideal conditions, plots of log-rate vs. time, and rate vs. cumulative production 
should both result in straight lines from which the decline rate can be determined.  
For exponential decline, D is constant. Equation (3.1) can rewrite as follows: 
Dtqq i −=)/ln(                                                     (3.41) 
or,  
303.2
)/log( Dtqq i −=                                                 (3.42) 
which illustrates that a plot of log-rate vs. time will yield a straight line of slope 
D/2.303. Cumulative Production is obtained by integrating the rate-time relationship. It 
can be shown that the flow rate is related to the cumulative production, Q, by: 
DQqq i −=                                                       (3.43) 
which shows that a plot of rate vs. Cumulative Production will be a straight line of 
slope D. Extrapolation of this straight line to any specified abandonment rate 
(including zero) gives the recoverable reserves. 
Cumulative production between time t1 and t2 can be obtained from 
  
D
qqQ 21 −=                                                      (3.44) 
or, in terms of time; 
The following equation can be used for either oil or gas, provided the units are as 
specified below. 
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t
qqD
∆
=
)/ln( 21
                                                       (3.45) 
When forecasting remaining reserves, one can extrapolate the decline curve to 
intercept with the economic rate. To calculate the ROIP one can use either rate-time or 
rate-cumulative. 
3.4.2 Workflow of Deconvolution-based Rate Transient Analysis 
The workflow, which shows procedures of applying deconvolution method for 
transient rate analysis is as follows: 
 
Figure 3. 3 Workflow of Deconvolotion-based Rate Transient Analysis 
Data Generation       Modeling 
Multi-rate Pressure 
Constant-pressure Rate 
Deconvolution 
Constant-pressure Rate 
(Deconvolved Rate) 
If match, Do Next 
Unit-pressure Rate 
(q up ) 
Production Forecasting and 
Reserve Estimation 
 
Hyperbolic, 
Harmonic or 
Exponential 
 
Decline Parameters 
(b , iq and iD ) 
Nonlinear 
Regression 
 Identification of the Decline Type 
(log-log plot and semi-log plot) 
Identification of the Boundary 
(log-log plot) 
Model Volume 
Well Test Analysis 
Flowing Material Balance 
OOIP 
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3.5 Field Example 
This example serves to illustrate a rudimental conduct of this methodology for 
production forecasting. In this example, the Arps decline analysis will be used to predict 
the expected ultimate recovery (EUR), and the method of flowing material balance will 
be used to obtain the original-oil-in-place (OOIP).Then the estimated results will be 
confirmed using model history match. The well / reservoir parameters of this field 
example are listed in Table 3.1. 
 
Initial pressure, ip  
163.5 bar (2370.8 psia) 
Formation thickness , H  20 m 
Porosity, φ  0.20 
Water saturation, wS  
0.31 
Permeability, k  300 md 
Viscosity, µ  1.1 cp 
Table 3. 1 The well / reservoir parameters of the field example 
 
This single well produces monophasic oil from a small structure that is not connected to 
any aquifer pressure support. Its geological models have shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 
3.5, which present the oil saturation profile and pressure change respectively from the 
beginning to the recorded production period. It is apparent that the well production has 
affected the total reservoir system. So it can be confirmed that this well produces under the 
boundary-dominated flow condition. 
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Figure 3. 4 Oil Saturation Profile for Field Example 
 
 
Figure 3. 5 Pressure Change for Field Example 
 
The production data from this well, namely flow rate and downhole pressure versus 
time is shown in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3. 6 Raw Data for Field Example 
 
Figure 3.7 shows the result of nonlinear regression on production data versus time. The 
decline parameters obtained from this regression curve, namely, initial flow rate ( iq ), 
initial decline rate ( iD ) and decline exponent (b), will be used to confirm the decline 
type and forecast expected ultimate recovery (EUR) in the following sections. 
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Figure 3. 7 Nonlinear Regression Result for Field Example 
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Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 shows the cartesian analysis plots. Figure 3.8 is a graph of 
rate versus time, which shows two models of decline analysis (exponential analysis and 
hyperbolic analysis).As illustrated here, hyperbolic decline predicts a slower decline 
rate than exponential. As a result, it is sometimes used to calculate the “probable 
reserves”, while exponential decline is used to obtain minimum “proved reserves”. 
Figure 3.9 is a rate versus cumulative production plot. The exponential analysis, in this 
case indicates an EUR of approximately 50000 3m , which the value obtained from 
hyperbolic analysis is about 69000 3m . Figure 3.10 is a flowing material balance plot. 
The OOIP estimated using this method is approximately 67000 3m . 
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Figure 3. 8 Rate vs. Time Analysis for Field Example 
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Figure 3. 9 Rate vs. Cumulative Rate Analysis for Field Example 
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Figure 3. 10 Flowing Material Balance Analysis for Field Example 
 
Here, the discrepancy clearly suggests that one of the analyses must be wrong. The 
value of OOIP should be higher than that of the EUR. That is because at some point in 
period of production decline, the hyperbolic decline will be converted into an 
exponential decline. Extrapolation of hyperbolic declines over long periods of time 
frequently results in unrealistically high reserves, without considering the conversion 
of decline exponent. In this respect, a modified hyperbolic decline model, which starts 
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as a hyperbolic decline curve and transitions into an exponential decline curve at a 
specified decline rate, D, value, should be used. And the value of EUR should be 
between 50000 3m  and 67000 3m , depending on specified final decline rate. 
 
Again, the model history matching, shown in Figure 3.11, confirms the estimated OOIP 
using the flowing material balance.  
 
 
Figure 3. 11 Analytical Model History Match for Field Example 
 
3.6 Synthetic Case Studies 
In order to validate the existing deconvolution algorithm, several sets of synthetic 
pressure and rate data are produced. These numerical experiments are particularly 
useful because the exact result from the deconvolution algorithm must produce is 
known.  
The well/reservoir model used for case 1-3 is a fully penetrating single vertical well, 
located in a uniform formation, bounded on all sides by no-flow boundaries, shown in 
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Figure 3.12. Other parameters are listed in Table 3.2. Results from these cases are 
interpreted below. 
 
 
Figure 3. 12 Reservoir Model for Synthetic Case 1-3 
 
Initial reservoir pressure, ip  = 4500 psia 
Porosity, φ  = 0.3 
Permeability, k  = 50 mD 
Thickness, h  = 20 ft 
Oil formation volume factor, oB  = 1.22rb/STB 
Viscosity, µ = 0.9 cp 
Total compressibility, tc  =1.02e-5 1/psia 
Well radius, wr  = 0.3 ft 
Reservoir radius, R  = 4000 ft 
Table 3. 2 Reservoir and Fluid Properties for Synthetic Cases 1-3 
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Case 1 
This case is designed to test the performance of the rate-pressure deconvolution 
algorithm. Figure 3.13 shows the simulated production-rate history and corresponding 
pressure response. The blue line in Figure 3.14 shows the rate-pressure deconvolution 
result, which is the unit-pressure-rate response. Figure 3.15 shows the match of the 
constant-pressure-rate response reconstructed from deconvolution with the simulated 
constant-pressure transient rate. 
 
Figure 3. 13 This figure shows a simulated test history, which includes three pressure 
draw downs and two short build ups. The red line is flowing rate and the blue line is 
the corresponding pressure response. 
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Figure 3. 14 This figure shows the rate-pressure deconvolution result of the whole 
testing history in Cartesian plot, where the horizontal axis shows the elapsed time, 
while the vertical axis shows the unit- pressure rate response. 
 
Figure 3. 15 This figure shows the comparison of constant- pressure rate response 
between the deconvolution result and simulated case. The blue line is deconvolved 
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transient rate, while the red line is from model simulation under the constant flowing 
pressure condition. 
 
Since the unit-pressure rate response is generated from the rate-pressure deconvolution, 
traditional decline-curve methods based on analytical solutions can be used to estimate 
reservoir recoverable reserves and to do production forecast. Figure 3.16 shows the 
trend of production decline curve (unit-pressure rate from deconvolution) plotted on 
the log-log plot, which does not exhibit a straight line. This is different from the 
outcomes of traditional Hyperbolic or Harmonic decline models. Therefore as shown 
in Figure 3.17, the deconvolved rate data are plotted on the semi-log plot, on which 
the late-time response exhibits a well-defined straight line. 
 
 
Figure 3. 16 This figure shows the deconvolved unit-pressure rate response on log- log 
plot. Apparently, the decline type of this data is different from the traditional 
Hyperbolic or Harmonic types, as it does not exhibit a straight line on this log-log plot. 
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Figure 3. 17 This figure shows the deconvolved unit-pressure rate response on 
semi-log plot. The late-time (after 800 hours) response exhibits a well-defined straight 
line, which fits a classic Exponential decline curve. 
 
 
Figure 3. 18 This figure shows the deconvolved transient rate and associated 
derivatives on log- log plot. The blue line is the reciprocal value of unit-pressure rate, 
while the red line is associated derivatives. Clearly the flow was dominated by the 
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boundary effect at about 800 hours as shown above. 
 
This is a classic Exponential decline trend (from about 800 hours). The decline curve 
parameters shown in Figure 3.19 were estimated by non-linear regression for times 
greater than 800 hours, as the log-log diagnostic plot of unit-pressure rate responses 
(Figure 3.18) clearly determines that it has reached pseudo-steady state at 800 hours.  
 
 
Figure 3. 19 This figure shows the non-linear regression of deconvolved unit-pressure 
rate response. The blue line is the original deconvolved rate, while the red line is the 
nonlinear regression curve from 800 hours. The best fit values are derived from 
regression curve fitting. 
 
Finally, traditional Arp’s decline curve model and the decline curve parameters, b , 
iD and iq , are obtained by non-linear fitting for production forecast. Figure 3.20 and 
Figure 3.21 shows production forecasting and estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) 
under the different pressure conditions. Figure 3.22 shows production forecasting of 
this well under the different pressure conditions.  
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Figure 3. 20 Production forecasting-Unit-pressure rate vs. Time 
 
  
 
Figure 3. 21 Production forecasting-Cumulative rate vs. Time 
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Figure 3. 22 This figure shows production forecasting, where the horizontal axis 
shows the production time, while the vertical axis shows the production rate. The solid 
line presents existing production, while the dotted line presents the future production. 
Different colors show well production under different pressure conditions. 
 
This synthetic case described above confirmed the good performance of the developed 
rate-pressure deconvolution algorithm. 
 
Case2 
Following the same procedure in case1, a set of multi-step rate data with added noise is 
generated by simulation. Noise was also added to the corresponding pressure response. 
Nonlinear Total Least- Square (NTLS) method was used in processing the 
deconvolution results. The original pressure and rate history together is shown in 
Figure 3.23 and the deconvolution result after the NTLS solved is shown in Figure 
3.24. 
The blue line in Figure 3.25 shows the rate-pressure deconvolution result, which is the 
unit-pressure-rate response. Figure 3.26 shows the match of the constant-pressure-rate 
response reconstructed from deconvolution with the simulated constant-pressure 
transient rate. 
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Figure 3. 23 This figure shows a set of simulated multi-step rate data with three 
pressure draw downs. The red line is the flowing rate, while the blue line is the 
corresponding pressure response. Both rate and pressure data is with the added noise. 
 
 
Figure 3. 24 This figure shows the comparison of deconvolved pressure without noise 
from original algorithm and that with noise from modified algorithm. The black line is 
the deconvolved unit-rate pressure with noise, while the red line is the deconvolved 
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unit-rate pressure without noise. 
 
Figure 3. 25 Deconvolved unit-pressure rate decline response 
 
 
Figure 3. 26 Deconvolved constant-pressure rate decline response 
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From the synthetic case described above, the applicability of the developed 
deconvolution algorithm on handling noisy data was tested. It appeared to be working 
well with synthetic data. 
 
Case 3 
This case is designed for evaluating performance of deconvolution in traditional well 
testing and decline-curve analysis. Figure 3.27 shows the simulated step rate 
production history and corresponding pressure response. The total time period of the 
data is 235 days.  
 
Figure 3. 27 This figure shows a simulated testing history, which includes several 
draw downs and build ups. The red line is flowing rate and the blue line is the 
corresponding pressure response. 
 
Firstly, pressure-rate deconvolution is implemented on this test history using the 
developed algorithms. Figure 3.28 shows the pressure-rate deconvolution result, which 
is the unit-rate-pressure response. Then, another 235-day constant flowing rate 
simulation was carried out. The comparison of the constant-rate-pressure response 
reconstructed from deconvolution with the simulated constant-rate drawdown-pressure 
behavior is shown in Figure 3.29. The pressure match quality is good.  
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Figure 3. 28 Deconvolved unit-rate pressure response 
 
 
Figure 3. 29 Deconvolved constant-rate pressure response 
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The comparison between the deconvolved results for the step rate flow simulation and 
the constant flowing rate simulation along with the longest build up period (the last one) 
was made and the results is shown in Figure 3.30.  
 
Figure 3. 30 This figure shows the comparison of pressure draw-down and associated 
derivatives between Longest buildup, deconvolution of step rate test across the full 
period and constant rate flow simulation results on log-log diagnostic plot. Two short 
blue and pink lines shows the pressure buildup period, which takes 1440 hours, while 
other four longer lines present the deconvolution and simulation results for the whole 
testing history. Both the pressure and associated derivatives are in good agreement. 
 
The results are in good agreement, which indicates that the behaviour of deconvolved 
data can represent the true reservoir response under the constant flowing conditions. 
Figure 3.31 shows the comparison of above three on semi-log plot.  
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Figure 3. 31 Comparison between buildup test, deconvolution and simulation results 
on semi-log plot 
 
Thereafter, the rate-pressure deconvolution is implemented on this test history using 
the developed algorithm. The blue line in Figure 3.32 shows the rate-pressure 
deconvolution result, which is the unit-pressure-rate response. Then I match the 
constant-pressure-rate response reconstructed from deconvolution with the simulated 
constant-pressure transient rate. Figure 3.33 shows the rate match quality, which is still 
good.  
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Figure 3. 32 Deconvolved unit-pressure rate decline response 
 Figure 3. 33 Deconvolved constant-pressure rate decline response 
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From the log-log diagnostic plot of deconvolved unit-pressure rate response shown in 
Figure 3.34, it is obvious that pseudo-steady state flowing condition was reached at a 
time of about 800 hours. This is consistent with the result from diagnostic plot of 
deconvolved unit-rate pressure response shown in Figure 3.30. 
 
 
Figure 3. 34 This figure shows the deconvolved transient rate and its derivatives on the 
log-log plot. The blue line is the reciprocal value of unit-pressure rate, while the red 
line is associated derivatives.  
 
The reservoir parameters estimated from the longest buildup, simulation, 
deconvolution-based decline-curve analysis and deconvolution-based 
pressure-transient analysis are shown together in Table 3.3. This reveals that the 
deconvolution results are consistent with those from the traditional well testing 
analysis and decline-curve analysis. The results derived from different approaches can 
support each other in practical case. 
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 BU Test Deconvolution 
-based 
Pressure-Transient 
Analysis 
Calculation True 
Model 
Deconvolution 
-based 
Decline-curve 
Analysis 
k(md) 49.6204 49.2178 49.4395 50 33.6378 
S 6.0902 6.0075 6.0684 6 * 
A(acre) * 1141.4976 1147.8722 1148.99
77 
1136.9725 
R (ft) * 3978.3821 3989.4751 4000 3971.4956 
OOIP(STB) * 4.3555e7 4.3798e7 4.4e7 4.3379e7 
Table 3. 3 Comparison of the parameters estimated by buildup test, deconvolution and 
calculation from the true model parameters 
 
 
3.7 Chapter Conclusions 
According to this study, several conclusions can be derived, as follows: 
 
A new rate-pressure deconvolution algorithm in time-domain is developed to deal with 
the flowing pressure variations and noise problem in single-well PDG data. The 
constant-pressure rate response of a single-well reservoir system was calculated using 
the developed rate-pressure algorithm. 
 
Theoretical derivation of the rate-pressure deconvolution product has been finished, 
which proved that the deconvolution product consistent with that from traditional rate 
transient theory. 
 
Analytical and simulation cases have been produced for comparison. The results from 
analytical, simulation and deconvolution solutions agree with each other, which prove 
that the developed single-well rate-pressure deconvolution algorithm works well. 
 
Deconvolution-based transient rate analysis theory and corresponding workflow are 
proposed in detail. This deconvolution-based analysis procedure has improved the 
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traditional decline-curve methods. 
 
Numerical synthetic studies have been performed to demonstrate the procedure of this 
deconvolution-based transient rate analysis. The results proved that this 
deconvolution-based analysis method worked well in homogeneous reservoirs with 
one well flowing at single phase, multiple rates. And this new method improved the 
traditional rate transient analysis technique. 
 
A double-checked practice method for analysis of transient pressure integrated with the 
transient rate analysis is proposed. 
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Chapter 4    
Deconvolution-based Self 
Response Analysis of Multi-Well 
PDG Transient Pressure Data 
 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Interference effect between wells is very common in transient pressure data from PDG. 
As soon as the recorded pressure interfered by the pressure disturbance from other 
wells nearby, the PDG pressure becomes the product of two components, i.e. self 
response due to the well production and interference response from neighboring wells.  
 
This interfered pressure data recorded by the PDG usually combines with noise 
information and multi-rate superposition effect, which cannot be analyzed by 
traditional well testing principles. 
 
This chapter presents a newly developed multi-well deconvolution algorithm specially 
designed for processing and analyzing long-term transient pressure with interference 
from neighboring wells in the same reservoir. This developed algorithm is based on 
linear recursion with added non-linear least squares optimization to solve the 
multi-well deconvolution problem in time domain. With this developed algorithm, 
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multi-rate superposition effect can also be solved at the same time. 
 
The procedure is firstly to extract the interference effect from the total pressure 
response. Thereafter, the analysis of the remaining self pressure response can be made 
using the available traditional well testing methods.  
 
The organization of this chapter is as follows. The analytical pressure diffusion theory 
and derivation for two-well reservoir system is presented to describe the different 
transient flowing conditions. A new two-well deconvolution algorithm is then 
developed to extract the interference and normalize the variable flowing rate. Then, 
deconvolution-based self pressure response analysis method and procedure are derived 
in detail. Finally numerical well testing synthetic studies are performed to demonstrate 
these procedures.  
 
The results prove that the new method work well in homogeneous reservoirs with two 
wells flowing at single phase, multiple rates.  
 
4.2 Analytical Theory of Two-Well Pressure Transient Analysis 
4.2.1 Description of Two-Well Pressure Diffusion  
In infinite reservoirs, if there are two wells, i.e. Well 1 and Well 2 in an infinite 
reservoir. Well 2 is some distance away from Well 1. Well 1 is a producing well and 
Well 2 is for observation as shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4. 1 Pressure distribution from Well 1 to Well 2 in an infinite reservoir 
 
The pressure distribution of the two wells can be described as follows: 
1. The interference has not reached the observation well. Well 1 show the infinite    
acting reservoir behavior, while well 2 is at initial pressure. 
2. The interference has reached well 2. The behavior of Well1 and Well 2 shows the 
infinite reservoir response.  
 
In closed reservoirs, if there are two wells, i.e. Well 1 and Well 2 in a closed reservoir. 
Well2 is some distance away from Well 1. Well 1 is a producing well and Well 2 is for 
observation as shown in Figure 4.2.  
 
 
Figure 4. 2 Pressure distribution from Well 1 to Well 2 in a closed reservoir 
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The pressure distribution of the two wells can be described as follows: 
1. The interference has not reached the observation well. Well 1 shows the infinite    
acting reservoir behavior, Well 2 is at initial pressure. 
2. The interference has reached Well 2 but not the boundary. The behavior of Well1 and 
Well 2 shows the infinite reservoir response.  
3.  The boundary influence is seen on Well 1 but not Well 2, which is still in an 
infinite acting regime. 
4. The influence of the closed boundary reaches the Well 2. Well 1 and Well 2 change 
to the pseudo-steady state flow behavior. 
 
4.2.2 Theory and Derivation for Two-Well Pressure Diffusion  
Transient Flow: 
The pressure distribution in the infinite reservoir is a function of the time and the 
distance to the producing well (space). It can be expressed with the Exponential 
Integral function: 






−Ε−=∆
kt
rCi
kh
qB
rtp t
001056.0
2.1415.0),(
2φµµ
                               (4.1) 
And this function can be simplified as a constant value multiplying an exponential 
integral  
)/1(tan tEitconsp ×=∆                                              (4.2) 
The Primary Pressure Derivative (PPD) can be expressed as dtpdPPD /∆=    (4.3) 
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Figure 4. 3 PPD of the Ei function versus t  on Cartesian plot 
 
Figure 4.3 shows the profile of PPD of the exponential integral function above versus 
time on Cartesian plot. The slope of PPD increases with time at first and then followed 
by decreasing. Figure 4.4 shows the profile of the PPD versus time on log-log plot, 
which has the characteristics of a “hump”. 
  
Figure 4. 4 PPD of the Ei function versus t  on log-log plot 
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For small x value, )ln()( xxEi γ−=− , the Exponential Integral can be approximated by 
a log function (with 78.1=γ , Euler’s constant). Therefore: 








+=∆ 809.0000264.0log6.162),( 2
wt rC
kt
kh
qB
rtp φµ
µ
                            (4.4) 
tconsttconsp tanlogtan +×=∆                                        (4.5) 
The primary pressure derivative here can be written as 
ttconsdtpdPPD /tan/' =∆=                                          (4.6) 
 
Figure 4. 5 'PPD of the log function versus t  on Cartesian plot 
 
Figure 4.5 shows the profile of PPD’ of this log  function versus time on Cartesian 
plot. The slope of this PPD monotonously decreases with time.  
The logarithm of this PPD is obtained as tconstPPD tanlog)log( ' +−=        (4.7) 
So the slope of PPD versus time on log-log plot is 1− , as shown in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4. 6 'PPD of the log function versus t  on log-log plot 
 
In the above two cases, Ei  function and log function represent interference pressure 
response and self pressure response, respectively. Figure 4.4 represents the primary 
pressure derivative of interference pressure response, while Figure 4.6 represents the 
primary pressure derivative of self pressure response. 
The logarithmic derivative can be expressed as dtpdttdpd /ln/ ∆×=∆        (4.8) 
 
Figure 4.7 shows the comparison of the self pressure drop with its corresponding 
logarithmic derivative and primary derivative, while Figure 4.8 shows the comparison 
of interference pressure drop with its corresponding logarithmic derivative and primary 
derivative. 
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Figure 4. 7 Comparison of self pressure drop with its corresponding logarithmic 
derivative and primary derivative on log-log plot 
 
Figure 4. 8 Comparison of interference pressure drop with its corresponding 
logarithmic derivative and primary derivative on log-log plot 
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The two type curves above exhibit three important characteristics: 
 
1. The two curves, pressure drop and its logarithmic derivative intersect each other. At 
the start of the response, the amplitude of the derivative curve is higher than the 
pressure drop, but later the two curves intersect and the derivative stabilizes on a 
constant value line while the pressure drop continues to increase.  
 
2. The start of the semi-log straight line is later. The radial flow behavior is 
characterized by the derivative stabilization, which exhibits a zero slope for 
logarithmic derivative or a -1 slope for primary derivative. 
 
3. For the primary derivative of the interference response curve, there is an obvious 
“hump”. The point corresponding to the top of the “hump” represents the time delay of 
pressure diffusion from one well to the other. While for the self pressure response 
curve, there is no time delay period. It starts with a -1 slope on primary derivative 
curve.  
 
Pseudo Steady State Flow (closed reservoir):  
In closed reservoirs, when all boundaries have been reached, the flow regime changes 
to pseudo steady state. The shape of the pressure profile becomes linear with time, and 
it simply declines as the reservoir is being depleted. During the pseudo steady state 
flow regime, the bottom-hole flowing pressure is a linear function of the elapsed time. 

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φ            (4.9) 
Primary Pressure Derivative: 
hAc
qBdtppdpdtpd
t
wfi φ234.0/)(/
'
=−=∆=∆                            (4.10) 
Logarithmic Derivative: 
t
hAc
qBdtpdtpttdpd
tφ
234.0/ln/ ' =∆×=∆=∆                            (4.11) 
So the primary derivative of the pressure response verse time on log-log plot will be a 
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zero slope line, while the corresponding logarithmic derivative on log-log scale should 
be a constant value.  
 
4.3 Multi-Well Pressure-Rate Deconvolution 
4.3.1 Multi-Well Pressure-Rate Deconvolution Theory 
Mathematical Theory: Convolution and Deconvolution 
Hypothesis: )(th is a linear response of a system, the output is )(ty and input is )(tx . 
So )(ty can be written as a convolution integral as follows: 
τττ dxthty )()()( ∫
∞
∞−
−=                                               (4.12) 
With given output )(ty and input )(tx to recover the system response )(th is so-called 
Deconvolution.  
Once the convolution integral is applied to single-well problem, it turns to be Duhamel 
principle: 
∫ −=−=∆
t
wfi dthqtpptp
0
)()()()( τττ                                  (4.13) 
Here )(th  represents the system response function of the reservoir. It equals to primary 
derivative of unit-rate pressure drop of the well: 
dttdpth u /)()( =                                                    (4.14) 
Assuming that there are n  active wells in a reservoir and these wells are in good 
connectivity with each other. Once the convolution integral is applied to multi-well 
problem, the down-hole pressure of one well can be expressed as follows: 
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When using nx ,...,2,1=  to denote each of these wells. The total bottom-hole pressure 
drop of well x can be given by the function below: 
τ
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It means that the down-hole pressure drop measured in one well benefits not only from 
its self-production but also from the production of other active wells in the same 
reservoir. And the relationship follows superposition principle. 
 
In the multi-well convolution function above, uxxp  represents the pressure response at 
the down-hole of well x due to the production itself, while uxyp  represents the 
interference response, namely the pressure response at the down-hole of well x due to 
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the unit-rate production of well y ( y n∈ ). Obviously, the calculation of this multi-well 
deconvolution problem (when 3≥n ) will be a complicated work. 
 
If 2=n , it becomes a two-well problem. And the down-hole pressure of each well can 
be expressed below: 
∫∫ −−−−=
t
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i ddt
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dt
dp
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0
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)()()()()( ττττττ                  (4.17) 
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)()()()()( ττττττ                 (4.18) 
In which, 12up  represents the interference pressure response from Well 2 to Well 
1, 11up represents the self pressure response of Well 1 and 22up represents the self 
pressure response of Well 2. 
In homogeneous reservoirs, 11up equals to 22up , assuming that 12up equals to 21p , and 
we use 11h and 12h to replace the primary derivatives of 11up and 12up . So function (4.17) 
and (4.18) can be re-written as: 
∫∫ −−−−=
tt
i dhtqdhtqptp
0
12211
0
11 )()()()()( ττττττ                       (4.19) 
∫∫ −−−−=
tt
i dhtqdhtqptp
0
11212
0
12 )()()()()( ττττττ                       (4.20) 
 
4.3.2 New Two-Well Pressure-Rate Deconvolution Algorithm 
If there are two active wells in a reservoir system and the two wells are in good 
connection with each other. The convolution integral of each well based on 
superposition principle can be written as below: 
∫∫ −−−−=
tt
i dhtqdhtqptp
0
12211
0
11 )()()()()( ττττττ                       (4.21) 
∫∫ −−−−=
tt
i dhtqdhtqptp
0
22221
0
12 )()()()()( ττττττ                       (4.22) 
Where, 11h  and 22h  are referred to the self impulse response of two wells. 12h  and 
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21h  are the interference impulse response from one well to another, respectively. 
In homogeneous reservoirs, the self impulse response of each well is equal (i.e. 
11h = 22h ). And it is assumed that the interference impulse response between two wells 
is equal (i.e. 12h = 21h ). So equation (4.22) and equation (4.23) can be written as: 
∫∫ −−−−=
tt
i dhtqdhtqptp
0
12211
0
11 )()()()()( ττττττ                       (4.23) 
∫∫ −−−−=
tt
i dhtqdhtqptp
0
11212
0
12 )()()()()( ττττττ                       (4.24) 
Where, the impulse response is the primary derivative of the unit-rate drawdown 
response, which can be expressed as follows: 
)(11 th = dt
tdpu )(11 ;                                                   (4.25) 
)(12 th = dt
tdpu )(12 ;                                                   (4.26) 
Where, 11up is the pressure response at Well 1 due to the unit-rate production of Well 1, 
while 12up  is the pressure response at Well 1 due to the unit-rate production of Well 2. 
 
The target of this two-well deconvolution is to calculate the algorithm impulse 
response functions (i.e. 11h and 12h ). And the detailed algorithm is as follows: 
Taking subtraction of equation (4.24) and equation (4.25) gives 
τττττ dhhtqtqtptp
t
)]()([)]()([)()( 1211
0
2112 −−−−=− ∫                    (4.27) 
With given that 
)()()( 12 tptptp −=∆ ,                                               (4.28) 
)()()( 21 tqtqtq −=∆ ,                                               (4.29) 
and 
)()()( 1211 ththth −=∆                                                (4.30) 
So equation (4.28) can be written as: 
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∫ ∆−∆=∆
t
dhtqtp
0
)()()( τττ ,                                         (4.31) 
Which can be written as a discrete format as below 
=∆∆ ),( hqconv )()(
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                                    (4.32) 
Where, n denotes the time point and the total number is N , namely, 
Nnnq ,...,2,1),( =∆ and Nnnh ,...,2,1),( =∆ . 
The objective function of the non-linear least-squares is given by 
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           (4.33) 
Where, ip∆ is the calculated pressure at time point i  in equation (4.28), while ih∆ is 
the proposed solution of this objective function at the time point i  (there are 
totally N time points).  Through the nonlinear optimization to ensure that the 
calculated p∆ match the convolution component ),( hqconv ∆∆  in equation (4.32) in 
order to give a best fit value of h∆ . 
Replacing 12h with h∆ , so equation (4.23) can be written as: 
τττττττ dhtqtqdhtqtpp
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With given that 
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t
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and 
)()()( 21 tqtqtq +=Ψ                                                 (4.36) 
So equation (4.34) can be written as: 
∫ −Ψ=Ψ
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Which can be written as a discrete format as below 
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Where Nnnq ,...,2,1),( =Ψ ; and Nnnh ,...,2,1),(11 = . 
The final objective function of the non-linear least-squares is given by 
2
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1
min)( ii
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iX
phqconvphqconvXF Ψ−Ψ=Ψ−Ψ= ∑
=
          (4.39) 
Where, ipΨ is the calculated pressure at time point i in equation (4.35), while ih11 is the 
proposed solution of this final objective function at the time point i  (there are 
totally N time points).  Through the nonlinear optimization to ensure that the 
calculated pΨ match the convolution component ),( 11hqconv Ψ in equation (4.38) to 
give a best fit value of 11h . 
Then, the system response function )(12 th can be obtained by a subtraction as below 
)1()1()1( 1112 hhh ∆−=  )1( =n                                         (4.40) 
and 
)()()( 1112 nhnhnh ∆−= ),...,3,2( Nn =                                   (4.41) 
Using nonlinear least-squares method to solve the two-well deconvolution problem has 
been introduced by Levitan, M. M. (2006[67]). However, all stated above is from the 
new developed nonlinear least-squares deconvolution algorithm, which is different 
from that from Levitan due to the deconvolution products. After twice recursive 
convolution procedures and twice non-linear optimization procedures, the new 
nonlinear least-squares deconvolution algorithm can give the primary pressure 
derivatives of both self pressure response and interference pressure response, 
i.e. 11h and 12h . 
 
4.4 Deconvolution-based Self Pressure Analysis 
4.4.1 Analytical Solutions of Deconvolotion-based Self Pressure Response 
In a closed reservoir with single phase fluid, where Well 1 produces and Well 2 is 
shut-in to get interference, several flow regimes will be encountered for each 
well.( Storage is not taken into account in this study.) 
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For the producing Well 1, two flow regimes can be encountered, namely: 1st flow state 
(radial flow) and 2nd flow state (pseudo-steady). The pressure distribution function and 
its derivation in each flow regime are shown below:  
 
1st Flow State (Radial Flow): 
The pressure distribution in the infinite reservoir is a function of the time and the 
distance to the producing well. It can be expressed with the exponential integral 
function: 
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The pressure distribution of Well 1 can be written as follows:  
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Here, wr  is a very small value. For small x , )ln()( xxEi γ−=− , the exponential integral 
can be approximated by a log(with 78.1=γ , Euler’s constant): 
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tconsttconsp tanlogtan11 +×=∆                                      (4.45) 
ttconsdtpdPPD /tan/11 =∆=                                        (4.46) 
tconstPPD tanlog)log( 11 +−=                                        (4.47) 
So in this state, the slope of PPD versus time on log-log plot is 1− , shown in Figure 
4.9. 
 
2nd Flow State (Pseudo-steady): 
In closed reservoirs, when all boundaries have been reached, the flow regime changes 
to pseudo steady state. When all boundaries have been reached, the shape of the 
pressure profile becomes constant with time, and it simply drops as the reservoir is 
being depleted. During the pseudo steady state regime, the bottom-hole flowing 
pressure is a linear function of the elapsed time as below: 
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tconsttconsp tantan11 +×=∆                                        (4.49) 
tconsdtpdPPD tan/11 =∆=                                          (4.50) 
tconsPPD tan)log( 11 =                                               (4.51) 
So in this state, the slope of PPD versus time on log-log plot is zero, shown in Figure 
4.9. 
 
 
Figure 4. 9 Primary derivative of self pressure response on log-log plot 
 
For the observation Well 2, three response regimes can be encountered, namely: 1st 
response state (transient hump), 2nd response state (radial flow) and 3rd response state 
(pseudo-steady). The pressure distribution function and its derivation in each flow 
regime are shown below:  
 
1st Response State: 
The pressure distribution in the infinite reservoir is a function of the time and the 
distance to the producing well. It can be expressed with the exponential integral 
function: 
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The interference distribution recorded in Well 2 can be written as follows:  
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ttEidtpdPPD /)/1(/1212 =∆=                                         (4.55) 
So in this state, the profile of PPD versus time on log-log plot, as shown in Figure 
4.10 increases with time at first and then begins to decrease. The whole period is 
neither monotonic nor static, which looks like a “Hump”.  
 
2nd Response State (Radial Flow): 
For small x , )ln()( xxEi γ−=− , the exponential integral can be approximated by a 
log(with 78.1=γ , Euler’s constant). So when the pressure interference reached Well 
2, the down-hole pressure drop of Well 2 can be written as below: 
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tconsttconsp tanlogtan12 +×=∆                                      (4.57) 
ttconsdtpdPPD /tan/1212 =∆=                                       (4.58) 
tconstPPD tanlog)log( 12 +−=                                        (4.59) 
So in this state, the slope of PPD versus time on log-log plot is 1− , as shown in Figure 
4.10. 
 
3rd Response State (Pseudo-steady): 
During the pseudo steady state regime, the bottom-hole pressure drop is a linear 
function of the elapsed time as below: 
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tconsttconsp tantan12 +×=∆                                        (4.61) 
tconsdtpdPPD tan/12 =∆=                                          (4.62) 
tconsPPD tan)log( 12 =                                              (4.63) 
So in this state, the slope of PPD versus time on log-log plot is zero, as shown in 
Figure 4.10. 
 
 
Figure 4. 10 Primary derivative of interference pressure response on log-log plot  
 
 
4.4.2 Deconvolution Products and Corresponding Physical Expressions 
Our developed two-well deconvolution algorithm is based on homogeneous reservoirs. 
And the deconvolution products are 11h  and 12h . Here is a set of deconvolution results 
from a homogeneous closed reservoir with two active wells. The deconvolution 
products are obtained and their profiles are shown below.  
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Figure 4. 11 Deconvolution products ( 11h and 12h ) on log-log plot 
 
In Figure 4.11, 11h shows a -1 slope curve followed by a zero slope line. 12h  shows a 
“hump” followed by a -1 slope curve and then a zero slope line. The zero-slope lines 
from 11h  and 12h  will overlap at last.  
 
Generally, 11h shows two flow periods: -1 slope period and 0 slope period, While 
12h shows three flow periods: hump period, -1 slope period and 0 slope period. All 
these profiles look consistent with those from analytical solutions discussed above. 
 
That is because 11h is the primary derivative of 11up , while 11up  is the unit-rate 11p∆ . 
So the profile of 11h  is consistent with interference pressure derivative 12PPD . While, 
12h is the primary derivative of 12up , while 12up  is the unit-rate 11p∆ .So the profile of 
12h  is consistent with interference pressure derivative 12PPD . 
 
So the two deconvolutin products are consistent with the self response and interference 
response from theoretical analytical solutions. This agreement validates our developed 
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two-well deconvolution algorithm. 
 
4.5 Synthetic Case Study 
Synthetic Model 
For the multi-well interference study, a two-well synthetic model, shown in Figure 
4.12, is produced. This reservoir model is a fully penetrating model with two vertical 
wells, located in a uniform formation, bounded on all sides by no-flow boundaries. The 
distance between two wells is 2121ft. Other parameters are listed in Table 4.1.  
 
 
Figure 4. 12 Reservoir Model 
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Initial pressure, ip  
= 3014.2psia 
Porosity, φ  = 0.3 
Permeability, k  
 
= 50 mD 
Thickness, H  
 
= 100 ft 
Oil formation volume factor, oB  
= 1.2rb/STB 
Viscosity, µ 
 
= 1.2 cp 
Total compressibility, tc  =6 6−e  1/psia 
Well radius, wr  
= 0.3 ft 
Reservoir length, R  
 
= 20500 ft 
Reservoir width, R  
 
= 20500 ft 
 
Table 4. 1 Reservoir and fluid properties for the developed model 
 
 
Simulation Case 
With the model, one synthetic case is produced, in which only Well 1 produce with a 
constant flow rate. During the flowing period of Well 1, Well 2 keeps shut-in for 
observation of the interference from Well 1 to Well 2. The total time period is about 
5000 hours. Figure 4.13 shows the simulated pressure and flowing rate history of two 
wells. 
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Figure 4. 13 Pressure and flow rate history for simulation case, in which Well 1 
produces at a constant rate and Well 2 keeps shut in. The total time period is about 
5000 hours. 
 
The pressure drop at the bottom-hole of Well 2 reflects the interference effect due to 
the production of Well 1. The interference response under the unit-rate condition can 
be calculated with the following function: 
1212 /)( qppp wfiu −=  where, 1q is a constant value(300 stb/day); 
And the primary pressure derivative of the interference response can be calculated as 
below: dtdph u /1212 =  
In this case, ip is a given model parameter. 2wfp  and 1q are from simulation results. 
So the simulated interference pressure response 12up  and its primary derivative 12h  
can be obtained. 
 
Deconvolution Case 
This synthetic case is designed for extracting the interference pressure response 
12up and its primary derivative 12h  from self pressure response of the well with 
multi-well deconvolution. In this case, Well 1 and Well 2 are put on production at the 
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same time, including three short buildups and three drawdown periods for Well 1, and 
two short buildups and three drawdown periods for Well 2. Figure 4.14 shows the 
simulated production history of two wells.  
 
  
Figure 4. 14 Simulated pressure and flow rate history for two-well transient pressure 
analysis, in which Well 1 and Well 2 are put on production at the same time, including 
three short buildups and three drawdown periods for Well 1, and two short buildups 
and three drawdown periods for Well 2.  
 
Multi-well deconvolution algorithm is implemented on the pressure and rate data of 
two wells. The interference pressure response 12up from Well 1 to Well 2 is extracted 
with our developed algorithm. Besides, the self pressure response 11up  of Well 1 can 
be obtained simultaneously.  
 
Analytical Case 
For comparison, analytical solution of the interference pressure response 12up and its 
primary derivative 12h  is obtained in this case. Given that, the flowing rate of Well 1 is 
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300 stb/day, so the down-hole pressure drop of Well 2 due to the production of Well 1 
can be written as: 
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The interference response under the unit-rate production can be calculated with the 
following function: 1212 / qppu ∆=  ( 1q here is a constant value); 
And the primary pressure derivative of the interference response can be calculated as 
below: dtdph u /1212 =  
In this case, all the reservoir parameters are same with the model input. So the 
analytical interference pressure response 12up  and its primary derivative 12h  can be 
obtained. 
 
Model Validation 
Primary pressure derivatives of the interference response 12h  from model simulation 
and analytical solution are put on linear plot and log-log plot together. The good match, 
shown in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16, validates the synthetic model. 
 
Figure 4. 15 Comparison of primary pressure derivative from analytical solution, 
simulation and deconvolution results on linear plot. The good match validates the 
synthetic model and proves that the developed multi-well deconvolution algorithm 
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works well. 
 
 
Figure 4. 16 Comparison of primary pressure derivative from analytical solution, 
simulation and deconvolution results on log-log plot. The good match validates the 
synthetic model and proves that the developed multi-well deconvolution algorithm 
works well. 
 
Algorithm Validation 
Primary pressure derivative of the interference response 12h  from deconvolution is 
compared with those from model simulation and analytical solution on linear plot and 
log-log plot together. The good match, shown in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16, proves 
that the developed multi-well deconvolution algorithm works well on transient 
pressure data with interference. 
 
Multi-well Transient Pressure Analysis 
This synthetic case is designed for self response and interference response analysis 
after multi-well deconvolution processing. In this case, Well 1 and Well 1 are put on 
production at the same time, including three short buildups and three drawdown 
periods for Well 1, and two short buildups and three drawdown periods for Well 2. 
Figure 4.17 shows the simulated production history of two wells.  
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Figure 4. 17 Simulated pressure and flow rate history for two-well transient pressure 
analysis, in which Well 1 and Well 2 are put on production at the same time, including 
three short buildups and three drawdown periods for Well 1, and two short buildups 
and three drawdown periods for Well 2.  
 
Multi-well deconvolution algorithm is implemented on the pressure and rate data of 
two wells. The interference pressure response 12up from Well 1 to Well 2 is extracted 
from the self pressure response 11up of Well 1. 
 
Their primary derivatives ( 11h and 12h ) are put on linear plot for comparison, shown in 
Figure 4.18. On log-log scale, they are shown in Figure 4.19. The good match of those 
derivatives from simulation results and deconvolution results proves that the developed 
multi-well deconvolution algorithm works well on this long-term transient pressure 
data with interference. 
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Figure 4. 18 shows the comparison of primary pressure derivative from self response 
and interference response on linear plot. 
 
 
Figure 4. 19 shows the comparison of primary pressure derivative from self response 
and interference response on log-log plot.  
 
In Figure 4.19, it can clearly define the flow regimes of the pressure distribution. For 
the pressure of Well 1 itself, there are two flow regimes, namely radial flow and 
pseudo-steady state, shown minus one slope and zero slope on log-log scale. For 
interference pressure from Well 1 to Well 2, there are three flow regimes. The first 
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regime, shown inconstant slope on log-log scale, reflects the interference distribution 
period between two wells. Once the interference from Well 1 reaches Well 2, it turns to 
distribute as a radial flow behavior until it reaches the reservoir boundary. 
 
Pressure Transient Analysis 
After the multi-well deconvolution processing, the extracted interference pressure 
response ( 12up ) and the remaining self pressure response ( 11up ) can be used for 
transient analysis. 
 
For self pressure response analysis, its logarithmic derivative ( tddp ln/ ) and primary 
derivative ( dtdp / ) are put on log-log scale together, as shown in Figure 4.20. 
Obviously, the flow regimes defined by two derivatives agree with each other with 
corresponding constant slopes.  
 
Figure 4. 20 shows the comparison of primary derivative and logarithmic derivative of 
self pressure response on log-log plot. The flow regimes defined by two derivatives 
agree with each other with corresponding constant slopes.  
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For interference response analysis, its logarithmic derivative and primary derivative 
are put on log-log scale together as well, as shown in Figure 4.21. Zero slope period of 
semi-log derivative agrees with the minus one slope of primary derivative on log-log, 
both reflecting radial flow behavior. Unit slope period of semi-log derivative agrees 
with the zero slope of primary derivative on log-log, both reflecting pseudo-steady 
state behavior. 
 
Figure 4. 21 shows the comparison of primary derivative and logarithmic derivative of 
interference pressure response on log-log plot. Zero slope period of semi-log derivative 
agrees with the minus one slope of primary derivative, both reflecting radial flow 
behavior. Unit slope period of semi-log derivative agrees with the zero slope of 
primary derivative, both reflecting pseudo-steady state behavior. 
 
All the agreements above prove that the primary pressure derivatives from multi-well 
deconvolution can be used for diagnostic and analysis. The flow regimes diagnosed by 
primary pressure derivative are consistent with those from traditional logarithmic 
derivative diagnostic. 
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4. 6 Chapter Conclusions 
According to this study, several conclusions can be derived, as follows: 
 
A new multi-well deconvolution algorithm has been developed for analyzing long-term 
PDG transient pressure with interference and multi-rate superposition effects. With 
added nonlinear least-squares optimization, this algorithm can solve noisy data 
problem and improve the precision in calculation.  
 
The self pressure response ( 11up ) of a well in multi-well reservoir systems was 
extracted using the developed deconvolution algorithm.  
 
Theoretical derivation of the two-well deconvolution products has been finished, 
which proved that the primary pressure derivative ( 11h ) as one of the two-well 
deconvolution products, consistent with that from traditional logarithmic derivative 
method, which can be used for reservoir diagnostics. 
 
Analytical and simulation cases have been produced for comparison. The results from 
analytical, simulation and deconvolution solutions agree with each other, which prove 
that the developed two-well deconvolution algorithm works well. 
 
Deconvolution-based self pressure analysis theory is proposed in detail. This 
deconvolution-based analysis procedure has improved the traditional well testing 
methods. 
 
Numerical well testing synthetic studies have been performed to demonstrate the 
procedure of this deconvolution-based self pressure response analysis. The results 
proved that this deconvolution-based analysis method worked well in homogeneous 
reservoirs with two well flowing at single phase, multiple rates. And this new method 
improved the traditional pressure transient analysis technique. 
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Chapter 5     
Deconvolution-based Interference 
Analysis of Multi-Well PDG 
Transient Pressure Data 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Numerous field well tests show that in a multi-well reservoir system the bottom hole 
pressure measured in one well is affected by the production from other operating wells. 
This phenomenon is so-called “well interference” effect. 
 
Traditional method for analyzing inter-well interference effect is from multiple well 
tests (Kama, M. M., 1983[82]). The pressure response is measured in an observation 
well some distance away from the active well, which may be a producing or an 
injection well. Through the analysis of the observation well, average reservoir 
properties in the area separating the wells are determined. However, a drawback of 
multiple well tests is that it requires one or more potentially productive wells to be 
shut-in.  
 
Since inter-well interference effect is very common in PDG pressure data in which no 
shut-in test condition is satisfied. It requires a new approach to pre-process this 
interfered PDG data by extracting the interference effect from the total pressure 
response. Thereafter, the extracted interference can be analyzed with the multiple well 
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test theory. 
 
This chapter presents a newly developed multi-well deconvolution algorithm for 
processing and analyzing long-term transient pressure with interference from other 
wells in the same reservoir. This developed algorithm is based on linear recursion with 
added non-linear least squares optimization procedure.  
 
In this chapter, the analytical inter-well interference theory and derivation for two-well 
reservoir system is presented. A new two-well deconvolution algorithm is then 
developed to extract the interference and normalize the variable flowing rate. Then, 
deconvolution-based interference analysis method and procedure are derived in detail. 
Finally numerical well testing synthetic studies are performed to demonstrate these 
procedures.  
 
The results prove that the new method work well in homogeneous reservoirs with two 
wells flowing at single phase, multiple rates.  
 
5.2 Analytical Theory of Interference Pressure Analysis 
In processing multi-well interference effect, traditional methodology is from multiple 
well tests. Multiple-well tests are used to establish communication between wells and 
determine the inter-well reservoir properties. With multiple well tests, the pressure 
response is measured in an observation well some distance away from the active well, 
which may be a producing or injection well. Through the analysis of the observation 
well, average reservoir properties in the area separating the wells are determined. 
When several observation wells are located in different directions, any permeability 
anisotropy can also be evaluated. 
 
In the case of homogeneous reservoir, the log-log pressure type-curve of Figure 5.1, 
presented by Theis in 1935, is used. This type-curve, called the exponential integral 
solution, express the dimensionless pressure Dp versus the dimensionless 
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time-distance group 2/ DD rt on a unique response curve. In the case of heterogeneous 
systems, the log-log analysis of the response provides a diagnosis of the reservoir 
behavior, and defines the choice of the appropriate interference model. 
 
 
Figure 5. 1 The Theis solution (exponential integral). Log-log scales, pressure and 
derivative versus 2/ DD rt  
 
The exponential integral solution of the line-source flow model for pressure, p , at any 
location, r , and time, t , can be written as: 
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Enables the exponential integral solution to be written as  
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Once the match point is obtained, the reservoir properties can be determined from the 
following equations. 
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The interference type curve of Figure 5.1exhibits two characteristics: 
1, The two curves intersect. At the start of the response, the amplitude of the derivative 
curve is higher than the pressure change but, later the two curves intersect and the 
derivative stabilizes on the 0.5 line while the pressure continues to increase.  
 
2, The start of the semi-log straight line is late. The semi-log radial flow behavior, 
characterized by the derivative stabilization, starts at approximately 5/ 2 =DD rt . 
 
 
Figure 5.2 compares on a linear scale the response of a producing well to the response 
of an observation well some distance away. The flow sequence is a 200hours 
drawdown followed by a 300 hours build-up period. The two wells have the same 
wellbore storage and skin damage. And the reservoir is homogeneous and infinite. 
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Figure 5. 2 Response of a producing and an observation wells. Linear scale, p versus 
t  
 
At the start of the flow period, the pressure drop is instantaneous at the active well but 
at the observation well, the drawdown response is only established very slowly. At the 
end of 200hrs of production, the pressure change is 40psi at the producer and less than 
5 psi at the observation well. At shut-in time, the pressure at the active well increases 
immediately but not at the observation well. As shown on the expanded scale of Figure 
5.3, the pressure continues to fall for several hours, until the influence of the shut-in 
has travelled the distance separating the two wells. Then it starts to turn upwards. 
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Figure 5. 3 The observation well pressure is presented on enlarged scale at time of 
shut-in. 
 
Figure 5.4 is the log-log pressure and derivative plot of the two build-up responses. 
For each well, the pressure difference wfws ppp −=∆  is calculated with respect to the 
flowing pressure wfp defined at the time of shut-in, hrt 200=∆ . 
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Figure 5. 4 Build-up response of the producing and observation wells on log-log plot 
 
It illustrates that the analysis of interference pressure response is more difficult than for 
producing wells: 
1, at the observation well, the build-up response starts to be identified after 1 or 2 hours, 
the intersection of the pressure and derivative curves is seen at 30=∆t hours when 
10=∆p psi and the 300 hour long build-up period covers less than three log-cycles on 
the log-log plot. The semi-log approximation is reached only at the end of the 300 
hours shut-in. 
2, in the producer, the build-up response curve extends over more than four log-cycles, 
and the semi-log approximation is reached after 5 hours of shut-in. 
 
5.3 New Mathematical Algorithm for Two-Well Deconvolution 
A new algorithm is developed to solve the two-well deconvolution problem. The 
developed deconvolution algorithm can yield primary derivatives of both self pressure 
response and interference pressure response at the same time. And the procedure of the 
developed algorithm is shown step by step as follows: 
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Step 1: Input data ( 1p 2p 1q 2q )  
Step 2:1st Subtraction (calculate p∆ , q∆ ) 
)()()( 12 tptptp −=∆                                                    (5.8) 
)()()( 21 tqtqtq −=∆                                                  (5.9) 
Step 3:1st Convolution (calculate ),.( hqconv ∆∆ ) 
=∆∆ ),( hqconv )1()(...)1()2()()1( hnqnhqnhq ∆∆++−∆∆+∆∆               (5.10) 
Step 4:1st Deconvolution (calculate h∆ ) 
2
1
2
2
)),((
2
1),(
2
1
min)( ii
n
ix
phqconvphqconvxF ∆−∆∆=∆−∆∆= ∑
=
            (5.11) 
Step 5: 2nd Convolution (calculate ).(
,2 hqconv ∆ ) 
)1()(...)1()2()()1(),.( 2222 hnqnhqnhqhqconv ∆++−∆+∆=∆                (5.12) 
Step 6: 2nd Subtraction (calculate pΨ , qΨ ) 
),.()()( 21 hqconvtpptp i ∆+−=Ψ                                     (5.13) 
)()()( 21 tqtqtq +=Ψ
                                               (5.14) 
Step 7: 3rd Convolution (calculate ),.( 11hqconv Ψ ) 
)1()(...)1()2()()1(),.( 11111111 hnqnhqnhqhqconv Ψ++−Ψ+Ψ=Ψ
            (5.15) 
Step 8: 2nd Deconvolution (calculate 11h ) 
2
11
1
2
211
)),((
2
1),(
2
1
min)( ii
n
iX
phqconvphqconvXF Ψ−Ψ=Ψ−Ψ= ∑
=
         (5.16) 
Step 9: 3rd Subtraction (calculate 12h ) 
)1()1()1( 1112 hhh ∆−=  )1( =n  
)()()( 1112 nhnhnh ∆−= ),...,3,2( Nn =                                  (5.17) 
Once the primary pressure derivatives ( 11h and 12h ) are calculated, the unit-rate pressure 
response of both self and interference ( 11up and 12up ) can be calculated with the 
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cumulative trapezoidal integral as below: 
)1()1( 1111 hpu =
 
)1( =n
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),...,3,2( Nn =
                                                     (5.18) 
And  
)1()1( 1212 hpu =
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npu +
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−+
=
),...,3,2( Nn =
                                                     (5.19) 
 
 
5.4 Deconvolution-based Interference Pressure Analysis 
5.4.1 Analytical Solutions of Deconvolution-based Interference Response 
 
The radius of investigation 
The pressure distribution in the reservoir is a function of the time and the distance to 
the producing well. It can be expressed with the exponential integral function: 
( ) 





∆
−Ε−=∆∆
tk
rc
i
kh
qB
rtp t
001056.0
2.1415.0,
2φµµ
                           (5.20) 
For small x , )ln()( xxi γ−=−Ε , the exponential integral can be approximated by a 
log(with 78.1=γ ,Euler’s constant). 
( )








+
∆
=∆∆ 809.0000264.0log6.162, 2
rc
tk
kh
qB
rtp
tφµ
µ
                         (5.21) 
(for the semi-log straight line Equation 5.21 the radial distance is set at wrr = ) 
The radius of investigation ir tentatively describes the distance that the pressure 
transient has moved into the formation. 
ti ctkr φµ/029.0 ∆=                                                (5.22) 
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For interference response analysis: 
delay
t
er t
Lck
∆
= 2
2
int )029.0(
φµ
                                              (5.23) 
In which, erk int is the inter-well average permeability, while L is the inter-well distance. 
delayt∆  is the delay time, which represents the time of pressure transfer from one well 
to another. 
 
Radial flow regime 
During the radial flow regime in reservoirs with homogeneous behavior, the pressure 
changes with the logarithm of the elapsed time from when the well is opened. A plot of 
the bottom home pressure versus the logarithm of time follows a straight line when all 
wellbore storage traditional effects are finished. The slope m of semi-log straight line 
is used to estimate the reservoir permeability thickness product kh , and the skin 
coefficient S is evaluated from the location of the straight line along the y-axis. 

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
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                 (5.24) 
Traditionally, the semi-log straight-line location is characterized by the straight-line 
pressure at 1 hour ( hrp1∆ ) 
m
Bqkh µ6.162=                                                    (5.25) 
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For interference analysis: 
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er
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int
int 6.162
µ
=                                                 (5.28) 
Where, ermint is the slope of semi-log straight line of 12up . 
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Pseudo steady state regime (closed reservoir) 
During drawdown, the Pseudo Steady State regime is analyzed with a plot of the 
pressure versus elapsed time t∆ on a linear scale. At late time, the straight line of slope 
*
m is used to estimate the reservoir pore volume hAφ . 




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qBp A
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φ          (5.29) 
*
234.0
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qBhA
t
=φ
                                                  (5.30) 
When kh and S are known from semi-log analysis of the early time response, the 
shape factor AC can be estimated from time zero intercept 
*
intp∆ of the pseudo-steady 
state straight line with Equation 5.29 as follows: 
( ) ( )[ ]SrAmpp
A
wieC 87.0/log/303.2
2*
int2458.2 −−−=
            (5.31) 
or 
[ ]mpp
A
ieC /)(303.2
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int456.5 −−=
                              (5.32) 
For interference analysis: 
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Where, *m is the straight line of slope of 12up . 
 
5.4.2 Deconvolution Products and Corresponding Physical Expressions 
The developed two-well deconvolution algorithm is based on homogeneous reservoirs. 
The deconvolution products are 11h  and 12h .  
11h is the primary derivative of 11up , while 11up is the pressure response at Well 1 due 
to the unit-rate production of Well 1 itself; It is the remains of the pressure drop at Well 
1 through two-well deconvolution processing. 12h is the primary derivative of 12up , 
while 12up  is the pressure response at Well 1 due to the unit-rate production of Well 2. 
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It is the extraction from the pressure drop at Well 1 through two-well deconvolution 
processing. 
 
Infinite reservoirs 
11h shows a -1 slope curve, while 12h  shows a “hump” followed by a -1 slope curve. 
The -1 slope curves from 11h  and 12h  will overlap at last. The time at the top of the 
hump reflects the inter-well distance ( L ). Namely, the bigger the top time is the longer 
the inter-well distance will be. It is shown in Figure 5.5, where -1 slope represents the 
radial flow regime. 
 
Figure 5. 5 11h and 12h  in infinite reservoir conditions, on log-log plot 
 
Closed boundary reservoirs  
11h shows a -1 slope curve followed by a zero slope line, while 12h  shows a “hump” 
followed by a -1 slope curve and then a zero slope line. Generally, 11h  reflects the real 
flow behavior of Well 1 itself, while 12h  reflects the distribution of the interference 
from Well 2. It is shown in Figure 5.6, where -1 slope represents the radial flow 
regime, while the zero-slope period represents the pseudo steady state regime due to 
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the outer boundary. 
 
  
Figure 5. 6 11h and 12h  in closed boundary reservoir conditions, on log-log plot 
 
If there are two vertical wells in a closed boundary reservoir, changing the values of 
inter-well permeability and inter-well distance respectively to three values, namely 
small, medium and large, will generate different 12h curves, as shown in Figure 5.7 
and Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5. 7 12h with different inter-well permeability on semi-log plot 
 
For the case with different inter-well permeability, as stated above, the extracted 
interference pressure has three time regions. The first region is from the beginning of 
Well 1 to the interference (from Well 2 to Well 1) turning up on this extracted 
interference pressure. While the second region starts from the interference happening 
to the interference becoming stable. And the third region is the last one, which 
represents the interference from one well to another becoming stable and keep at a 
constant value. 
The shape of 12h  from two-well deconvolution stays the same except laterally shifting. 
The different time delay corresponding to the top of the “hump” represents different 
inter-well permeability, which describes the progress of pressure diffusion from one 
well to the other. 
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Figure 5. 8 12h with different inter-well distance on semi-log plot 
 
For the case with different inter-well distance, small value case shows a clear hump, 
which represents the interference distribution time from one well to the other. And a 
minus slope, which means after the interference reached the other well, the active well 
itself is producing in radial flow conditions. While, medium value case shows a time 
delay hump too, but it does not show an obvious minus slope period, because the 
inter-well distance is close to the distance between the well to the boundary. Once the 
interference from the well reaches the other one, it reaches the boundary, so 12h  does 
not show infinitely acting behavior. In large value case, there is no time delay hump 
and no minus slope period due to the long inter-well distance. Because before the 
interference reached the observation well, the pressure distribution from the active well 
has reached the boundary. Three cases show a zero-slope period, which start at 
different time but completely overlap at last to a constant value, which represents the 
three cases have the same drainage area and reservoir volume. 
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5.5 Synthetic Case Studies 
Case 1 
This synthetic case is designed to validate applicability of our multi-well 
deconvolution algorithms for interference processing from PDG. A two-well synthetic 
model, shown in Figure 5.9, is produced. This reservoir model is a fully penetrating 
model with two vertical wells, located in a uniform formation, bounded on all sides by 
no-flow boundaries. The distance between two wells is 2260ft. Other parameters are 
listed in Table 5.1.  
 
 
Figure 5. 9 Two-Well Homogeneous Reservoir Model 
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Initial pressure, ip  = 3014. 2psia 
Porosity, φ  = 0.3 
Permeability, k  = 50 mD 
Thickness, h  = 100 ft 
Oil formation volume factor, oB  = 1.2rb/STB 
Viscosity, µ = 1.2 cp 
Total compressibility, tc  =6e-6 1/psia 
Well radius, wr  = 0.3 ft 
Reservoir length, R  = 4100 ft 
Reservoir width, R  = 4100 ft 
 
Table 5. 1 Reservoir and Fluid Properties for Homogeneous Model 
 
The inter-well distance of the reservoir model is changed three times to group A, B, 
and C, in which the inter-well distance is 990ft, 2260ft and 3817ft respectively. As 
shown in Figure 5.10. The flow history of these three cases is the same: Well 1 
produces and Well 2 is for observation. Multi-well deconvolution algorithm is 
implemented on the pressure and rate data of one well with interference from another 
well. 
 
Figure 5. 10 Three closed reservoir models with different inter-well distances 
 
For different inter-well distance test, the interference pressure from Well 2 to Well 1 is 
separated and the interference system changing with time is shown in Figure 5.11. 
This extracted interference pressure has three time regions. The first region is from the 
beginning of Well 1 to the interference (from Well 2 to Well 1) turning up on this 
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extracted interference pressure. While the second region starts from the interference 
happening to the interference becoming stable. And the third region is the last one, 
which represents the interference from one well to another becoming stable and keep at 
a constant value. 
  
Figure 5. 11 Interference pressure responses from well 1 to well 2 for three cases 
 
The two-well deconvolution product, 12h , is described as follows.  
Hump period: Case A shows a clear hump, which means the interference distribution 
time from well 1 to well 2. Case B shows a time delay hump too, but not very clear. In 
Case C, there is no time delay hump.  
 
-1 slope period: Case A shows a clear -1 slope, which means after the interference 
reached well 2, well 1 is producing in radial flow conditions. Case B does not show an 
obvious -1 slope period, because the well1-to-well2 distance is close to 
well1-to-boundary distance. Once the interference from well1 reached well 2, well1 
reached the boundary, so h12 does not show infinitely acting behavior of well1. In 
Case C, there is no -1 slope period at all due to the long inter-well distance. 
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Zero slope period: Three cases show zero slope period, which start at different time but 
completely overlap at last. Case C has only shown zero slope period, because before 
the interference reached well 2, the pressure distribution from well 1 has reached the 
boundary.  
 
 
Figure 5. 12 Log-log diagnostic plot of interference response for different inter-well 
distance 
 
Then this interference pressure is cumulated to get the interference pressure drop for 
the whole production period, shown on log-log in Figure 5.12. The two curves 
(pressure and pressure derivative) intersect at different time as a result of different 
inter-well distance.  The derivative of interference response is extracted in Figure 
5.13. 
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Figure 5. 13 Log-log plot of the pressure derivative of interference response for 
different inter-well distance 
 
This case validates the applicability of our multi-well deconvolution algorithms for 
interference processing. The deconvolution program works well and the extracted 
interference response fairly exhibits through the deconvolution processing.  
 
 
Case 2 
For the multi-well interference study, a two-well synthetic model, shown in Figure 
5.14, is produced. This reservoir model is a fully penetrating model with two vertical 
wells, located in a uniform formation, bounded on all sides by no-flow boundaries. The 
length of foursquare boundary is 20500ft, while the inter-well distance is 2121ft. Other 
parameters are listed in Table 5.2.  
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Figure 5. 14 Two-well reservoir model 
 
 
Initial pressure, ip  
= 3014.2 psia 
Porosity, φ  = 0.3 
Permeability, k  
 
= 50 mD 
Thickness, H  
 
= 100 ft 
Oil formation volume factor, oB  
= 1.2rb/STB 
Viscosity, µ 
 
= 1.2 cp 
Total compressibility, tc  =6 6−e  1/psia 
Well radius, wr  
= 0.3 ft 
 
Table 5. 2 Reservoir and fluid properties for the synthetic model 
 
A synthetic case is designed for extracting the interference pressure response ( 12up ) 
and its primary derivative ( 12h ) from self pressure response of the well with multi-well 
deconvolution. In this case, Well 1 and Well 2 are put on production at the same time, 
including three short buildups and three drawdown periods for Well 1, and two short 
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buildups and three drawdown periods for Well 2. Figure 5.15 shows the simulated 
production history of the two wells.  
 
  
 
Figure 5. 15 Simulated pressure and flow rate history for two-well transient pressure 
analysis, in which Well 1 and Well 2 are put on production at the same time, including 
three short buildups and three drawdown periods for Well 1, and two short buildups 
and three drawdown periods for Well 2. 
 
Multi-well deconvolution algorithm is implemented on the pressure and rate data from 
these two wells. The interference pressure response ( 12up ) from Well 1 to Well 2 is 
extracted with our developed algorithm. Besides, the self pressure response ( 11up ) of 
Well 1 can be obtained simultaneously.  
 
The primary derivatives ( 11h and 12h ) are put on semi-log scale for comparison, shown 
in Figure 5.16. It can be clearly found that primary derivative of self pressure response 
declines with time monotonously. While the primary 
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response shows a time delay hump and declines with time later. These two curves 
overlap at last.  
 
Figure 5. 16 Comparison of primary pressure derivatives of self pressure response and 
interference pressure response on semi-log plot 
 
After the multi-well deconvolution processing, the extracted interference pressure 
response ( 12up ) and the remaining self pressure response ( 11up ) can be used for 
transient analysis. The self pressure response and interference response with their 
corresponding logarithmic derivatives are put on log-log scale together, as shown in 
Figure 5.17. The logarithmic derivative of self pressure response shows infinitely 
acting behavior earlier than that of interference pressure response does due to the time 
delay problem. Well 1 keeps flowing in radial flow condition during the designed 
production period, since there is not any boundary behavior shown on self response or 
interference response (not reached yet). 
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Figure 5. 17 Self pressure response ( 11up ) and interference pressure response ( 12up ) 
with their corresponding logarithmic derivatives on log-log plot 
 
If the two wells produce a longer time to reach the reservoir boundary, the primary 
derivatives ( 11h and 12h ) extracted with the developed deconvolution algorithm are 
shown in Figure 5.18, where two curves overlap and keep at a constant value at last. 
Figure 5.19 shows the self pressure response and interference response with their 
corresponding logarithmic derivatives on log-log plot. Obviously, two derivatives, both 
exhibiting a unit slope at late time, represent the wells in pseudo steady state flow 
condition. 
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Figure 5. 18 Comparison of primary pressure derivatives of self pressure response and 
interference pressure response on semi-log plot 
 
 
Figure 5. 19 Self pressure response ( 11up ) and interference pressure response ( 12up ) 
with their corresponding logarithmic derivatives on log-log plot 
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All the agreements above prove that the primary pressure derivatives from multi-well 
deconvolution can be used for the diagnostic of interference effect. The flow regimes 
diagnosed by primary pressure derivative are consistent with those from traditional 
logarithmic derivative diagnostic. 
 
 
5.6 Chapter Conclusions 
 
According to this study, several conclusions can be derived, as follows: 
 
The computing procedure of the developed two-well deconvolution algorithm is 
outlined. With this algorithm, the inter-well interference effect in long-term PDG 
transient pressure data can be separated and variable-rate problem can be solved at the 
same time.  
 
The interference pressure response ( 12up ) in two-well reservoir systems was extracted 
using the developed deconvolution algorithm.  
 
The analytical inter-well interference theory and theoretical derivation of 
deconvolution products have been completed, which proved that the primary 
interference derivative ( 12h ) is consistent with that from traditional interference 
transient theory. 
 
Analytical and simulation cases have been produced for comparison. The results from 
analytical, simulation and deconvolution solutions agree with each other, which prove 
that the developed two-well deconvolution algorithm works well. 
 
Deconvolution-based interference analysis theory is proposed in detail. This 
deconvolution-based analysis procedure has improved the traditional multiple well 
tests. 
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Numerical well testing synthetic studies have been performed to demonstrate the 
procedure of this deconvolution-based interference pressure response analysis. The 
results proved that this deconvolution-based analysis method worked well in 
homogeneous reservoirs with two well flowing at single phase, multiple rates. And this 
new method improved the traditional multi-well interference analysis technique. 
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Chapter 6                                    
Field Applications of 
Deconvolution-based Transient 
Analysis 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
The deconvolution analysis technique evolved with my deconvolution algorithms 
developed before has become a useful tool in pressure transient analysis. However, this 
deconvolution algorithm is limited to the pressure and rate data that originate from 
single-phase flowing systems. It cannot be used with the data that are acquired during 
the multi-phase flow conditions. 
 
In this chapter, a new idea for oil-gas two-phase deconvolution is presented with 
several synthetic cases. The deconvolution algorithm has been modified for this study. 
 
Moreover, previously the developed single-well deconvolution is just used for 
improving pressure transient analysis and rate transient analysis. In this chapter, the 
deconvolution results will be applied to give a qualitative diagnostic on single-well 
nonlinearity due to the interference from other wells and boundary identifications.  
 
Synthetic cases are studied and results are presented to prove the practical applicability 
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of the developed single-well deconvolution. 
 
6.2 Single-Well and Multi-Well Deconvolution Problems 
6.2.1 Single-Well Deconvolution Problem 
In reservoir system, the equation of deconvolution is given by Duhaml’s integral or 
principle of superposition, which is a function of time, where the pressure drop across 
the reservoir is the convolution product of rate and reservoir response as shown below: 
∫ −=−=∆
t
dtgqtpptp
0
0 )()()()( τττ                                    (6.1) 
Where, )(tq  and ( )tp  are the measured flow rate and pressure at any place in the 
wellbore up to the wellhead, and op is the reservoir initial pressure. In equation 
(6.1), g  is referred to as the impulse response of the reservoir system. 
 
Therefore, in order to estimate the reservoir response, the inversion of this convolution 
integral and this mathematical problem is so-called deconvolution. There are two types 
of deconvolution, which details are explained below. 
 
Pressure-rate deconvolution 
In pressure-rate deconvolution, the unit constant-rate transient pressure response of the 
reservoir system can be reconstructed based on the following convolution integral: 
τ
τ
τ d
dt
dp
tqptp ur
t )()()(
0
0 ∫ −−=                                        (6.2) 
Where, )(tq  and ( )tp  are the measured flow rate and bottom-hole pressure. op is the 
initial reservoir pressure and urp is the unit-rate pressure response. 
 
Rate-pressure deconvolution 
In rate-pressure deconvolution, the unit constant-pressure transient rate response of the 
reservoir system can be reconstructed based on the following convolution integral: 
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∫
∆
−=
t
up ddt
pd
tqtq
0
)()()( τττ                                           (6.3) 
Where, upq  represents the transient rate response of the reservoir system if the well 
was produced at a unit constant-pressure condition. 
 
6.2.2 Multi-Well Deconvolution Problem 
We assume that there are n  active wells in a reservoir and these wells are in good 
connectivity with each other. We use ni ,...,2,1=  to denote each of these wells. The 
total bottom-hole pressure drop of well i can be given as this function below: 
∑
=
∆+∆=∆
n
j
ijiii PPP
1
                                                 (6.4)  
Where, iP∆  represents the total pressure drop at the down-hole of well i . iiP∆  
represents the pressure drop at the down-hole of well i due to the self-production of 
well i and ijP∆  represents the pressure drop at the down-hole of well i  due to the 
production of well j ( ji ≠ ). It means that the down-hole pressure measured in one 
well benefits not only from its self-production but also from the production of other 
active wells in the same reservoir. And the relationship follows superposition principle. 
 
Multi-Well Pressure-Rate Superposition Function: 
∫∑∫ −−−−=
=
t
iju
j
n
j
uii
t
ii ddt
dp
tqd
dt
dp
tqptp
010
0
)()()()()( ττττττ                (6.5) 
uiip  represents the pressure response at the down-hole of well i due to the production 
itself, while uijp  represents the interference response, namely the pressure response at 
the down-hole of well i due to the unit-rate production of well j .Moreover, uijp  is a 
superposition product, which equals to cumulative interference system response: 
∑= ijuij Hp                                                       (6.6) 
where, ijH  represents the interference system, which is changing with time. 
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In this convolution integral, it is assumed that ujiuij pp =  and then the number of 
response functions is 2/)1( +nn . The multi-well deconvolution is to get the response 
functions uiip  and uijp . 
 
Multi-Well Rate-Pressure Superposition Function: 
∫
∆
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pd
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0
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When there are two active wells in the reservoir ( 2=n ), the deconvolution Function 
can be expressed as follows ： 
Pressure-Rate Deconvolution: 
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Rate-Pressure Deconvolution: 
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6.3 Application for Oil-Gas Reservoir Systems 
6.3.1Multi-Phase Deconvolution Problem 
The single-phase deconvolution model mentioned above can only deal with pressure 
and rate data from a well under the single phase flowing conditions. However, once the 
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bottom-hole pressure of the well below the reservoir bubble point pressure, the 
multi-phase flow cannot be avoided. Processing this data through single-phase 
deconvolution algorithm will not produce a physically meaningful response function. 
Here, we provide a method where the pressure and rate data, which are higher than 
those at bubble point, will be separated from the whole dataset. As shown in Figure 
6.1, the green curve is generated bottom-hole pressure while the horizontal blue line is 
reservoir bubble point pressure. The pressure data, which are higher than those at 
bubble point, are separated from the whole dataset, shown as the red part in this figure. 
Then these separated single-phase data will be used for deconvolution processing. 
Finally the deconvolution results will be used for analysis of reservoir characteristics 
and formation information. 
 
Figure 6. 1 Schematic Diagram of the Multi-phase Deconvolution 
 
6.3.2 Synthetic Case Studies 
In order to test the capability of the developed deconvolution algorithm in handling 
with multi-phase flowing data, several sets of synthetic pressure and rate data are 
produced. A dissolved gas drive reservoir model is built for this study, shown in Figure 
6.2. 
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Figure 6. 2 Multi-phase Reservoir Model 
 
The well/reservoir model used for case A,B and C is a fully penetrating single vertical 
well, located in a uniform formation, bounded on all sides by no-flow boundaries. 
Other parameters are listed in Table 6.1 to Table 6.4. Results from these cases are 
interpreted below. 
 
Initial reservoir pressure, ip  = 3027.8 psia 
Porosity, φ  = 0.3 
Permeability, k  = 50 md 
Thickness, h  = 20 ft 
Total compressibility, tc  =9.41 e-5 1/psia  
Well radius, wr  = 0.1 ft 
Reservoir radius, R  = 4000 ft 
Table 6. 1 Reservoir and Fluid Properties for Multi-phase Model 
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Press(psia) FVF (rb /Mscf) Visc (cp) 
15 235 0.008 
500 6.711 0.0109 
1000 3.145 0.0139 
1500 1.987 0.0168 
2000 1.431 0.0197 
2500 1.117 0.0226 
3000 0.923 0.0256 
3500 0.798 0.0285 
4000 0.716 0.0314 
4500 0.663 0.0344 
5000 0.63 0.0373 
5500 0.612 0.0402 
5600 0.609 0.0408 
6000 0.599 0.0431 
6500 0.596 0.046 
Table 6. 2 Dry Gas PVT Properties for Multi-phase Model 
 
 
Rs (Mscf /stb) Pbub (psia) FVF (rb /stb) Visc (cp) 
0.2 600 1.185 0.6 
0.4 1400 1.285 0.6 
0.622 2200 1.395 0.6 
0.686 2420 1.43 0.6 
0.746 2650 1.46 0.6 
0.804 2830 1.485 0.6 
0.9 3130 1.53 0.6 
1.05 3590 1.6 0.6 
1.358 4430 1.75 0.6 
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1.882 5600 2.02 0.6 
2.285 6500 2.23 0.6 
Table 6. 3 Live Oil PVT Properties for Multi-phase Model 
 
 
Sg Krg Kro Pc (psia) 
0 0 1 0 
0.1 0 0.78 0 
0.15 0.001 0.59 0 
0.2 0.002 0.42 0 
0.25 0.004 0.29 0 
0.3 0.007 0.183 0 
0.35 0.009 0.11 0 
0.4 0.018 0.036 0 
0.45 0.025 0.008 0 
0.5 0.04 0.003 0 
0.55 0.073 0.0001 0 
0.6 0.18 0 0 
Table 6. 4 Gas/Oil Saturation Functions for Multi-phase Model 
 
Table 6.4 represents the gas relative permeability, oil relative permeability and oil-gas 
capillary pressure as functions of the gas saturation (Column 1). The effect of oil-gas 
capillary pressure is not taken into account in this study. So I put a constant value as 
the corresponding oil-gas capillary pressure (Column 4) for simulation cases as 
follows. 
 
Case A is designed for base case. Figure 6.3 shows its production sequence, which 
includes three pressure drawdown periods and two pressure buildups. The blue 
horizontal zero line in this figure indicates that there is no free gas producing during 
the whole flowing period. So the pressure and oil rate data in this case belong to 
single-phase. We process this single-phase data using our deconvolution program and 
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get the smoothly curve, constant-rate pressure response of the reservoir, shown on the 
right side. 
 
 
Figure 6. 3 Simulated Production History and Deconvolution Result of Pressure and 
Oil Rate Data (Base Case-Without Free Gas) 
 
Case B is designed for comparison. Figure 6.4 shows its production history, which 
includes several pressure drawdown and buildup periods. At later time, the 
bottom-hole pressure of this well is below the bubble point pressure of the reservoir 
during the last two drawdown periods and free gas turns up, as shown on the blue 
curve of the figure. The pressure and oil rate data, which are higher than those at 
bubble point are separated and collected from the whole dataset. And then they can be 
used for single-phase deconvolution processing. The deconvolution results of the 
whole two-phase dataset and separated single-phase dataset have been shown on the 
right side. The blue curve is two-phase deconvolution result, while the red curve shows 
the separated single-phase deconvolution result. 
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Figure 6. 4 Simulated Production History and Comparison of Deconvolution Results 
on Whole Data and Separated Data (Case B-With Free Gas) 
 
 
Case C is another comparison case. Figure 6.5 shows its multiple rate production 
history, which includes three pressure drawdown and buildup periods respectively. At 
the beginning, this well produces under a high rate flowing condition, which leads the 
bottom-hole pressure of this well declines deeply and becomes below the bubble point 
pressure at later time of the first drawdown period. And then through shut-in well and 
flow-rate schedule change, the bottom-hole pressure of this well recovers to be higher 
than bubble point pressure. With the well producing, the bottom-hole pressure of this 
well cannot keep higher that that at bubble point. So it turns to produce free gas at the 
last pressure drawdown period, as shown on the blue curve of the figure. The pressure 
and oil rate data, which are higher than those at bubble point during the whole flowing 
periods are separated and collected. And then they can be used for single-phase 
deconvolution processing. The deconvolution results of the whole two-phase dataset 
and separated single-phase dataset have been shown on the right side. The blue curve is 
two-phase deconvolution result, while the red curve shows the separated single-phase 
deconvolution result. 
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Figure 6. 5 Simulated Production History and Comparison of Deconvolution Results 
on Whole Data and Separated Data (Case C-With Free Gas) 
 
Finally, the comparison of deconvolution results from two multi-phase cases and the 
base single-phase case has shown on Figure 6.6. The trends of three curves are 
identical, which indicates that the behavior of deconvolved data can represent the true 
reservoir response under the constant flowing conditions. 
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Figure 6. 6 Comparison of Deconvolution Results from Two Multi-phase Cases and 
the Base Single-phase Case 
 
6.4 Application for Interference Diagnostics 
6.4.1 Theory of Interference Diagnostics 
For system identification, deconvolved rate is compared with the empirical Arps 
decline models (exponential, hyperbolic or harmonic) of the system under depletion as 
a base. Any derivation from the Arps decline may indicate nonlinearities about the 
system. Such nonlinearities include changing storage, skin effects, interference 
between wells, multiphase flow effects, etc. Recall that Arps rate-time equation is 
given by  
[ ] bi
i
tbD
q
tq /11
)(
+
=                                                  (6.15) 
For 0=b , we can obtain the exponential decline equation from equation above, 
)exp()( tDqtq ii −=                                                  (6.16) 
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and for 1=b ,referred to as harmonic decline, we have 
[ ]tD
q
tq
i
i
+
=
1
)(                                                     (6.17) 
A unit solution ( 1=iD ) of equation (6.15) was developed for values of b between 0 
and 1 in 0.1 increments. The results are plotted as a set of log-log type curves (Figure 
6.7) in terms of a decline curve dimensionless rate, 
i
Dd q
tqq )(=                                                         (6.18) 
and a decline curve dimensionless time, 
tDt iDd =                                                          (6.19) 
From Figure 6.7 we see that when all the basic decline curves and normal ranges of b  
are displayed on a single graph, all curves coincide and become indistinguishable at 
3.0≅Ddt . Any data existing before a Ddt of 0.3 will appear to be an exponential 
decline regardless of the true value of b  and thus plot as a straight line on semi-log 
paper. 
 
 Figure 6. 7 Type curves for Arps empirical rate-time decline equations, unit 
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solution ( 1=iD ). 
The values of b  have been derivated for different reservoir drive or recovery 
mechanisms. For homogeneous single-layer systems with single-phase liquid (highly 
undersaturated oil wells), the value of b  is zero, exponential: 
)exp()( tDqtq ii −=                                                  (6.20) 
which can also be expressed as 
t
D
qtq ii 303.2
log)(log −=                                             (6.21) 
This diagnostic procedure above is conceptually similar to using unit-rate pressure 
response generated from pressure-rate deconvolution. Once deconvolved pressure is 
compared with numerical solution for the constant-rate production without any change 
or interference as a base, deconvolved pressure responses generated from different skin 
factor data shows a set of parallel curves oppose the base curve, while those from data 
due to different interference from other well production shows a set of derivations in 
terms of different pressure drops. 
 
6.4.2 Work Flow of Interference Processing and Analysis 
After the diagnostic procedure, it is necessary to process the interference data. The 
procedure is firstly to extract the interference effect from the total pressure response.  
 
After the processing procedure above, traditional transient-pressure and transient-rate 
analysis methods for constant-rate or constant-pressure solutions are available. All the 
produces are included in the workflow, as follows: 
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Figure 6. 8 Work Flow of Interference Processing and Analysis 
 
 
6.4.3 Synthetic Case Studies 
In order to validate the multi-well deconvolution algorithm, a two-well synthetic model, 
shown in Figure 6.9, is produced. This reservoir model is a fully penetrating model 
with two vertical wells, located in a uniform formation, bounded on all sides by 
no-flow boundaries. The distance between two wells is 2260ft. Other parameters are 
listed in Table 6.5.  
 
If “Yes” 
If “No” 
 PDG data (pressure and rate) 
 1st Processing (Single-Well Deconvolution) 
1st Diagnostic (Type-curve Matching) 
2nd Processing (Multi-Well Deconvolution) 
2nd Diagnostic (Self response diagnostic and Interference response diagnostic) 
 Reservoir Parameters  
 Analysis  
Analysis (Pressure transient analysis and Rate transient analysis) 
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Figure 6. 9 Two-Well Reservoir Model 
 
 
Initial pressure, ip  = 3014.2psia    
Porosity, φ  = 0.3 
Permeability, k  = 50 mD 
Thickness, H  = 100 ft 
Oil formation volume factor, oB  = 1.2rb/STB 
Viscosity, µ = 1.2 cp 
Total compressibility, tc  =6 6−e  1/psia 
Well radius, wr  = 0.3 ft 
Reservoir length, R  = 4100 ft 
Reservoir width, R  = 4100 ft 
Table 6. 5 Reservoir and Fluid Properties for Synthetic Model 
 
The synthetic case is designed to validate applicability of our deconvolution algorithms 
(single-well deconvolution and multi-well deconvolution) in (1) interference 
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diagnostics, (2) interference data processing and (3) interference data analysis (after 
processing). Results from these cases are interpreted below. 
 
To test the performance of multi-well deconvolution on interference diagnostics, one 
base case is produced, in which only Well 1 produce, including three short buildups 
and three drawdown periods without any interference and the skin factor for the whole 
flowing period keeps at 5. The total time period of the data is 2640 hours. Figure 6.10 
shows the simulated pressure and flowing rate history. Another case is that Well 1 is 
put on production first, same flowing schedule as base case, and then the Well 2 starts 
to produces 600 hours later. Figure 6.11 shows the simulated production history. The 
third case is like base case, which only has Well 1 producing, and same flowing 
schedule like before. However, the skin factor of the system changes at 600 hours 
production later from 5 to 2. The flowing history is shown in Figure 6.12. 
  
Figure 6. 10 This figure shows a simulated production history of Well 1(single-well 
production), which includes three pressure draw downs and three short buildups. The 
blue line represents flowing rate while the red line represents the corresponding 
pressure response.  
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Figure 6. 11 This figure shows a simulated two-well production history, which 
includes several pressure draw downs and buildups. The solid lines present the 
pressure and flow rate of Well 1. The dotted lines are for Well 2. 
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Figure 6. 12 This figure shows a simulated production history of Well 1(single-well 
production), which includes three pressure draw downs and three short buildups. The 
blue line represents flowing rate while the red line represents the corresponding 
pressure response. The skin factor of the well changes at 600 hours production later 
from 5 to 2. 
 
For diagnostic of interference happening, single-well pressure-rate deconvolution is 
implemented on the whole period of the test data from Well 1 for three cases above. 
The results, three unit-rate pressures have shown in Figure 6.13, in which deconvolved 
pressure from interference data and skin changed data match the simulated pressure 
well at the beginning and then they separated at the point when Well 2 begins to 
produce (skin change point at the same time). 
 
Figure 6. 13 This figure shows the transient-pressure diagnostic of interference 
happening on Cartesian plot. The blue line is the deconvolved pressure from 
interference data and the red line is the deconvolved pressure from skin change data. 
These two deconvolution curves are compared with the black line, simulated pressure 
without any interference or change.  
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For further diagnostic, second deconvolution is implemented on the Well 1 data after 
the separated point and the results verify that the second deconvolved pressure from 
skin changed data parallels the base curve, while the second deconvolved pressure 
from interference data is separated from the base curve due to added pressure drop of 
Well 2 production. The results have shown in Figure 6.14. 
 
 
Figure 6. 14 This figure shows the second deconvolved transient-pressure diagnostic 
on semi-log plot. The blue line is the deconvolved pressure from interference data and 
the red line is the deconvolved pressure from skin change data. These two 
deconvolution curves are compared with the black line, simulated pressure without any 
interference or change.  
 
Like transient-pressure diagnostic procedure above, single-well rate-pressure 
deconvolution is implemented on the whole period of the test data from Well 1 for 
system identification using transient rate. The result as the unit- pressure rate is 
compared with the Arp’s decline model as a base. Any derivation from the Arp’s 
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decline may indicate nonlinearities about the system. Figure 6.15 shows the Cartesian 
plot, in which deconvolved rate from interference data and skin changed data match 
the simulated rate well at the beginning and then they separated at the point when Well 
2 begins to produce (skin change point at the same time). Figure 6.16 shows obviously 
that on log-log plot the deconvolved unit-pressure rate line separates from the 
simulated unit-pressure rate and drops quickly. 
 
 
Figure 6. 15 This figure shows the transient-rate diagnostic of interference happening 
on Cartesian plot. The blue line is the deconvolved rate from interference data and the 
red line is the deconvolved rate from skin change data. These two deconvolution 
curves are compared with the black line, simulated unit-pressure rate without any 
interference or change. 
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Figure 6. 16 This figure shows the transient-rate diagnostic on log-log plot. The blue 
line is the deconvolved rate from interference data and the red line is the deconvolved 
rate from skin change data. These two deconvolution curves are compared with the 
black line, simulated pressure without any interference or change. At the beginning 
deconvolved rate matches the simulated rate (Arp’s decline model) well and then they 
separated at the point when Well 2 begins to produce (or skin factor changes). It proves 
that any derivation from the Arp’s decline may indicate nonlinearities about the 
system. 
 
After the diagnostic, multi-well deconvolution algorithm is implemented on the 
pressure and rate data of Well 1 during the time before Well 2 produces. The 
interference pressure effect from Well 2 to Well 1 is separated and interference system 
changing with time is shown in Figure 6.17. Then this interference effect curve is 
cumulated to the whole production period, shown in Figure 6.18. This interference 
curve for whole dataset can be used to obtain the equivalent constant-rate pressure 
response and constant-pressure rate response without interference. 
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Figure 6. 17 This figure shows the interference system changing with time from Well 
2 to Well 1, which is separated by multi-well deconvolution. 
 
Figure 6. 18 This figure shows the cumulative interference response and its extension 
on Cartesian plot. 
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Then pressure-rate and rate-pressure deconvolution programs are both implemented on 
the well 1 data using the separated interference curve above. The deconvolved 
constant-rate pressure and constant-pressure rate respond true trends and smooth 
curves. Figure 6.19 separately shows the two deconvolved pressure responses: the big 
differences between using single-well deconvolution (not using the separated 
interference pressure curve) and multi-well deconvolution algorithms (using the 
separated interference pressure curve). Figure 6.20 shows the two deconvolved rate 
responses. 
 
Figure 6. 19 This figure shows the big difference of deconvolved constant-rate 
pressure between using single-well deconvolution algorithm and multi-well 
deconvolution algorithm. The red smooth curve is generated by multi-well 
deconvolution, while the blue line is from single-well deconvolution processing. 
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Figure 6. 20 This figure shows the big difference of deconvolved constant-pressure 
rate between using single-well deconvolution algorithm and multi-well deconvolution 
algorithm. The red smooth curve is generated by multi-well deconvolution, while the 
blue line is from single-well deconvolution processing.  
 
Then this interference pressure is cumulated to get the interference pressure drop for 
the whole production period, shown on log-log in Figure 6.21. The interference 
response starts to be identified after 6 hours; the intersection of the pressure and 
derivative curves is seen at 200hours. No semi-log radial flow behavior to be identified 
before the derivative going upwards and the pseudo-steady state flowing condition is 
reached only at 400 hours. The pressure and derivative of interference response are 
extracted in Figure 6.22. The self pressure response curve extends over more than 
three log-cycles, and the semi-log approximation is reached after 20 hours. The 
pseudo-steady state flowing condition of Well 1 itself is reached at about 400 hours. 
Figure 6.23 shows the Cartesian analysis plot of extracted interference response 
compared with self response and obtains relevant reservoir parameters. 
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Figure 6. 21 Drawdown response of two wells on log-log plot 
 
 
Figure 6. 22 Log-log diagnostic plot of interference response 
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Figure 6. 23 Cartesian plot of interference response and self response 
 
Following the procedure above, the processed interference data by multi-well 
deconvolution are used for traditional transient pressure analysis and transient rate 
analysis. From the log-log diagnostic plot of deconvolved unit-pressure rate response 
shown in Figure 6.24, it is obvious that pseudo-steady state flowing condition was 
reached at a time of about 400 hours.  
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Figure 6. 24 This figure shows the comparison of deconvolved constant-rate pressure 
on log-log diagnostic plot. The blue line shows deconvolved transient pressure, while 
the red line is associated derivatives. The flow moves into pseudo steady state flowing 
period at about 400 hours. 
 
Figure 6.25 shows the semi-log analysis plot cqp vs. )log(t  and obtains the reservoir 
parameters. Figure 6.26 shows the semi-log plot )log( cpq vs. t .and verifies that 
late-time response exhibits a well-defined straight line indicating exponential decline. 
The decline curve parameters are estimated by non-linear regression for times greater 
than 400 hours, as the log-log diagnostic plot of unit-pressure rate responses (Figure 
6.24) clearly determines that it has reached pseudo-steady state at 400 hours. Finally, 
traditional Arp’s decline curve model and the decline curve parameters, b , iD and iq , 
are obtained by non-linear fitting for production forecast. 
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Figure 6. 25 This figure shows the semi-log transient-pressure analysis and estimated 
parameters are obtained. 
 
Figure 6. 26 This figure shows the non-linear regression analysis of transient-rate. The 
red line is the deconvolved unit-pressure rate response, while the black line is the 
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nonlinear regression curve based on Arp’s decline model from 400 hours. The best fit 
values are derived from regression curve fitting. 
 
The reservoir parameters estimated from the deconvolution-based transient rate 
analysis and deconvolution-based transient pressure analysis are shown together in 
Table 6.6. This reveals that the results from traditional well testing analysis are 
consistent with those from decline-curve analysis. The results derived from different 
approaches can support each other in practical case. 
 
 Deconvolution 
-based 
Pressure-Transient 
Analysis 
Deconvolution 
-based 
Rate-Transient 
Analysis 
Calculation True 
Model 
k(md) 48.8693 47.4006 49.4631 50 
s 5.4194                      * 5.6341           5 
A(acre) 384.0446 384.4594 385.3213 386.7452 
R (ft) 2307.5962 2312.6757 2311.4287 2313.1773 
OOIP(STB) 7.4498e7 7.4564e7 7.4740e7 * 
Table 6. 6 Comparison of the parameters estimated by deconvolution and calculation 
with true model parameters 
 
6.5 Application for Reservoir Boundary Identification  
6.5.1 Problem Statement of Current PTA Techniques 
Well test data as one of the key dynamic sources is used to characterize the well and 
reservoir parameters, such as well deliverability, skin factor, permeability, various 
reservoir heterogeneities, boundaries and reservoir connectivity. All these parameters 
are interpreted on the basis of constant rate drawdown theories. However, due to the 
operation limitation in practice, it hardly maintains the flow rate constant. As a result, 
the current pressure transient analysis techniques are mainly based on the analysis of 
individual flow periods, usually the longest build-up or drawdown period in the test. 
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However, the whole test sequence, i.e. PDG dataset, usually comprising several cycles 
of flow and shut-in periods such as the one showed in Figure 1.1. It covers a much 
longer duration and contains more reservoir information than that of the longest 
build-up or drawdown period does.  
 
The current pressure drawdown analysis technique has drawbacks, such as it gives a 
limited reservoir volume, reveals limited reservoir information and sometimes provides 
an incorrect diagnosis of the reservoir model. 
 
Deconvolution technique, as illustrated in previous chapters, can transform 
variable-rate pressure into equivalent constant rate pressure response over duration 
equal to the entire test time. So it can enable the whole duration of the PDG data to be 
analysed, rather than on just a single flow period, thereby overcoming the drawbacks 
of the traditional pressure drawdown or build-up analysis mentioned above.  
 
In the following section, a synthetic case will be presented to prove that my developed 
deconvolution technique can give additional reservoir diagnostics, hence improving 
reservoir characterisation.  
 
6.5.2 Synthetic Case Study 
Synthetic Model 
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Figure 6. 27 Flow History of the Well 
 
Figure 6.27 shows the whole flowing history for the well. This data has been 
synthetically generated from a fractured well model. The data is close to a PDG field 
example. All the parameters are listed in Tables as follows: 
 
Fluid type Single-phase Oil 
Well orientation Vertical 
Number of wells 1 
Number of layers 1 
Table 6. 7 Reservoir Description 
 
Formation thickness (ft) 100.0000   
Average formation porosity 0.2800 
Total system compressibility (psi-1) 1.3874e-5 
Layer pressure (psia) 8623.000000 
Table 6. 8 Layer Parameters Data (Layer 1) 
 
Well radius (ft) 0.3500 
Wellbore storage coefficient (bbl/psi) 0.0000 
Table 6. 9 Well Parameters Data 
             
 
Oil formation volume factor (RB/STB) 1.166 
Oil viscosity (cp) 3.169 
Table 6. 10 Fluid Parameters Data 
 
 
Layer 1 Boundary Type Parallel faults 
L1 Boundary No-flow 
L3 Boundary No-flow 
L1 (ft) 2310.823366            
L2 (ft) 0.000000             
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L3 (ft) 2366.513779            
L4 (ft) 0.000000             
Table 6. 11 Boundary Geometry 
 
Layer 1 Model Type Vertical fracture - infinite conductivity 
Permeability (md) 351.6970            
Fracture face skin 6.4003e-4           
Fracture half-length (ft) 492.659326          
Table 6. 12 Model Parameters 
 
 
The last pressure drawdown (PDD) period of this sequence on log-log plot is shown in 
Figure 6.28, in which just one linear flow, i.e. fracture linear flow, can be investigated. 
 
Figure 6. 28 Last DD just show the first linear flow (Fracture linear flow) 
 
Figure 6.29 displays the first pressure drawdown (PDD) period on log-log plot, in 
which the first pressure drawdown (as well as the longest DD) shows one linear flow at 
the beginning, followed by a late pseudo-radial flow. The first linear flow here 
represents the fracture linear flow. The second linear flow, i.e. reservoir linear flow, is 
relatively short since the limited duration of this drawdown. So the reservoir boundary 
type is either parallel faults or intersectional faults. The boundary models theory of 
well testing gives that if there is a flat slope line followed by the half slope line, which 
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represents the reservoir linear flow, the reservoir boundary should be intersectional 
faults. Otherwise, it will be parallel faults. Figure 6.30 and Figure 6.31 show the first 
pressure drawdown (PDD) period on radial flow plot and linear flow plot, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 6. 29 First DD on log-log plot 
 
 
Figure 6. 30 First DD on Linear Flow Plot 
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Figure 6. 31 First DD on Radial Flow Plot 
 
In this case, apparently, the analysis of individual flow periods, i.e. analyzing the 
longest drawdown above, cannot determine the reservoir boundary type. 
 
Pressure-rate deconvolution is then implemented for the whole test period. The result is 
shown in Figure 6.32, which is the constant-rate pressure response with a fixed value 
of flow rate. 
 
Figure 6. 32 Deconvolved DD on Cartesian plot 
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Figure 6.33 shows the deconvolved pressure and its derivative on log-log plot. It 
clearly the second linear flow, i.e. reservoir linear flow, since there is no flat slope line 
followed by the half slope line. So the reservoir boundary type can be identified as 
parallel faults. 
 
Figure 6. 33 Deconvolved DD on log-log plot 
 
Thereafter deconvolution-based pressure transient analysis can be used to calculate the 
reservoir parameters. Results in this case have shown in Table 6.13.  
 
 Deconvolution-based Analysis Results 
Permeability (md) 351.6970 
Permeability-thickness (md.ft) 3.5170e4 
Pseudo-radial skin factor -6.343717 
Fracture face skin 6.3279e-4 
Fracture half-length (ft)  495.469748 
Channel width (ft)  4704.019464 
Table 6. 13 Reservoir parameters estimated by deconvolution-based pressure transient 
analysis 
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6.6 Chapter Conclusions 
In this chapter, single-well deconvolution has been applied to oil-gas reservoir system, 
reservoir boundary identification and interference diagnostics. Previous deconvolution 
algorithm has been modified for this application. In summary, deconvolution makes 
contribution in multi-phase and multi-well reservoir conditions in terms of:  
 
For multi-phase problem, deconvolving single-phase part of the oil-gas two-phase data 
under the condition, which are higher than that at bubble point, is proved viable. It has 
been indicated that the behavior of deconvolved data can represent the true reservoir 
response under the constant flowing conditions. 
 
For interference diagnostics, single-well deconvolution can transfer the transient 
pressure as a result of variable rate into an equivalent unit-rate transient pressure. It 
also can convert a series of transient pressure, due to variable or step rate history into 
an equivalent unit-pressure transient rate. Once such responses (unit-rate pressure and 
unit-pressure rate) are generated, they can be used to identify the reservoir model and 
diagnose the interference happening. 
 
For interference processing, multi-well deconvolution can be used to extract the 
interference information from long-term real-time PDG data and then generate 
equivalent constant-rate pressure and constant-pressure rate response. The processed 
data can be used for regular analysis. 
 
For interference analysis, deconvolution-based pressure and rate transient rate theory is 
implemented on the deconvolved pressure and rate data. The results of two 
deconvolution-based analysis show good match, which prove that this is a reliable 
technique in multi-well reservoir conditions. 
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Chapter 7                   
Conclusions and Future 
Guidelines 
 
 
The chapter firstly presents a summary and conclusions of the work in this thesis. It 
then recommends areas for further research. In brief, this thesis presented a new 
multi-well deconvolution method, which is suitable for processing and analysis of 
transient pressure data from permanent down-hole gauges. The original objectives of 
this thesis described in Chapter 1 have been achieved. 
 
7.1 Summary and Conclusions 
From this thesis, the main understandings and findings are as follows: 
 
Variable Pressure/Rate Problem in PDG Data 
Traditionally reservoir properties such as permeability and outer boundary conditions 
can be derived by analyzing transient data obtained from the measurement gauge in the 
well bore. There are two types of transient data: 
 
• (1) Constant rate transient pressure, which is due to fixed flowing rate, so the 
well bottom hole flowing pressure, is a function of time;  
 
• (2) Constant pressure transient rate created by setting the bottom hole flowing 
pressure as constant, so the flowing rate is a function of time, i.e. transient rate.  
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Transient data in case (1) can be analyzed using method developed for transient well 
testing, while in case (2), the traditional decline curve analysis method will be used. 
Both these cases will yield information about the tested reservoir such as model and 
associated parameters. 
 
However, in practice the conditions described in cases (1) and (2) are hard to maintain, 
so the transient data obtained from PDG will either be variable rate transient pressure or 
variable bottom-hole pressure transient rate. Therefore, the transient well testing or 
decline curve analysis methods cannot be applied directly before having the specified 
conditions met the criteria.  
 
Interference Problem in PDG Data 
Interference effect between wells is very common in transient pressure data from 
permanent down-hole gauges. As soon as the recorded pressure interfered by the 
pressure disturbance from other wells nearby, the PDG pressure becomes the product 
of two components, i.e. self response due to the well production and interference 
response from neighboring wells.  
 
This combined pressure data recorded by the PDG cannot be well analyzed by 
traditional well testing methods. There are two approaches handling this type of data.  
 
• One is numerical well testing designed for solving well testing problems in a 
nonlinear reservoir system; 
 
• Another is to pre-process the data by decomposing the total pressure response 
into linear reservoir response and the component that causes the nonlinearity of 
the response, i.e. interference effect. Thereafter, the extracted interference data 
can be analysed as interference test, and the remaining data can be analysed by 
traditional well testing methods.  
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In this thesis, a newly developed multi-well deconvolution algorithm specially 
designed for analyzing long-term transient pressure with interference. The procedure is 
firstly to extract the interference from the total pressure response. Then, the analysis of 
the decomposed data can be made using the available traditional well testing methods.  
 
The main conclusions of developing deconvolution algorithm, applying deconvolution 
techniques for processing and analysis of PDG transient pressure, dealing with noise, 
pressure/rate variations and multi-well interference effects can be summarized in the 
following points:  
 
1, A new pressure-rate deconvolution algorithm is developed to deal with the flow rate 
variations and noise problem in single-well PDG data. The constant-rate pressure 
response of a single-well reservoir system was calculated using the developed 
pressure-rate algorithm. This deconvolved pressure can be used for reservoir system 
identification and parameter estimation.  
 
2, A new rate-pressure deconvolution algorithm in time-domain is developed to deal 
with the flowing pressure variations and noise problem in single-well PDG data. The 
constant-pressure rate response of a single-well reservoir system was calculated using 
the developed rate-pressure algorithm. This deconvolved rate was found to be 
successful in the following situations: 
 Diagnostics for reservoir nonlinearity  
 Reservoir model identification  
 Reservoir recoverable reserve estimation and production forecast.  
 
3, A new multi-well deconvolution algorithm has been developed for analyzing 
long-term PDG transient pressure with interference and multi-rate superposition effects. 
With added nonlinear least-squares optimization, this algorithm can solve noisy data 
problem and improve the precision in calculation. With this algorithm, the inter-well 
interference effect in PDG transient pressure data can be extracted and variable-rate 
problem can be solved at the same time. The primary pressure derivatives of multi-well 
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deconvoloved self pressure and interference pressure can be used for flow regime 
diagnostics. 
 
4, Deconvolution algorithm has been modified for multi-phase deconvolution study. A 
new idea for multi-phase deconvolution, i.e. deconvolving single-phase part of the 
oil-gas two-phase data under the condition, which are higher than that at bubble point, 
is proved viable. It has been indicated that the behavior of deconvolved data can 
represent the true reservoir response under the constant flowing conditions. 
 
5, A comprehensive of case studies showed that the single-well deconvolution 
algorithm works well in the following situations: 
 Single-phase flow 
 Homogeneous reservoirs 
 Single-well conditions 
 Variable pressure/rate flowing situations 
 
And the corresponding deconvolution-based analysis found to be successful in the 
following aspects: 
 Analysis BU and DD together 
 Give extended investigation/reservoir volume 
 Interference diagnostics 
 Reservoir boundary identification(type curves) 
 
6, A comprehensive of case studies showed that the multi-well deconvolution 
algorithm works well in the following situations: 
 Single-phase flow 
 Homogeneous reservoirs 
 Multi-well conditions 
 Variable pressure / rate flowing situations 
 
And the corresponding deconvolution-based analysis was found to be successful in the 
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following aspects: 
 Analysis BU and DD together 
 Give extended investigation/reservoir volume 
 Interference extraction 
 Reservoir boundary identification (primary pressure derivative) 
 
7, For reservoir description and production forecasting from single-well PDG pressure 
and flow rate data, a double-checked practice method was proposed: 
 
Data Processing 
 Pressure-rate deconvolution 
 Rate-pressure deconvolution 
Data Analysis 
 Deconvolution-based pressure transient analysis 
 Deconvolution-based rate transient analysis 
 
The procedures include firstly, the processing of the variable pressure and rate data 
with two single-well deconvolution algorithms respectively. Once the deconvolved 
pressure/rate, where deconvolved pressure is for pressure transient analysis and 
deconvolved rate is for rate transient analysis, is obtained, these deconvolution-based 
analysis methods can be used for reservoir system identification and parameter 
estimation at the same time. As the theory for both methods are the same, the results 
from transient-pressure analysis and transient-rate analysis can support each other to 
ensure the result is more reliable. 
 
8, For applying deconvolution technique to PDG data in multi-well reservoir 
conditions, a three-step methodology was proposed: 
 
• Interference Diagnostics 
• Interference Extraction 
• Interference Analysis 
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The procedures include firstly, the diagnostic of the reservoir system response for the 
nonlinearity. As soon as the reason causing this nonlinearity due to interference is 
found, the following step is to extract the interference from the total pressure response. 
Then, the analysis of the decomposed data can be made using the available traditional 
well testing methods. 
 
Interference diagnostics  
Single-well deconvolution can transfer the transient pressure as a result of variable rate 
into an equivalent unit-rate transient pressure. It also can convert a series of transient 
pressure, due to variable or step rate history into an equivalent unit-pressure transient 
rate. Once such responses (unit-rate pressure and unit-pressure rate) are generated, they 
can be used to identify the reservoir model and diagnose the interference happening. 
 
Interference processing (extraction)  
Multi-well deconvolution can be used to separate interference information from 
long-term real-time PDG data and then generate equivalent constant-rate pressure and 
constant-pressure rate data. The processed data can be used for regular analysis. 
 
Interference analysis  
Transient pressure analysis and transient rate analysis are implemented on the 
deconvolved pressure and rate data. The results of two deconvolution-based analysis 
show good match, which prove that deconvolution is a reliable technique multi-well 
reservoir conditions. 
 
7.2 Future Research Directions 
As shown in this thesis, the new multi-well deconvolution algorithm and 
corresponding deconvolution-based analysis method has a good capability for 
processing and analysis of transient pressure data from permanent down-hole gauges. 
With this method, long-term, noisy, variable-rate superposition and multi-well 
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interference issues involved in PDG transient pressure can be solved well. However, it 
should be noted that the multi-well deconvolution method are not omnipotent and 
cannot be routinely applied to some certain areas. For the sake of future research 
guidance, it may be useful to understand the application restrictions of the multi-well 
deconvolution method so that this technique can be further developed. In future, more 
relevant research may be suggested as follows: 
 
Firstly, the importance of pressure-rate deconvolution technique is not just for the 
pressure transient analysis to estimate reservoir parameters and indentify reservoir 
model, it can also used for diagnostics.  
 
During the life of the well, PDG pressure data and flow rate measurements are affected 
by several dynamic factors including changes in reservoir pressure, skin, permeability 
and reservoir drive mechanism. A major challenge facing the oil industry is how to 
diagnose production problems and these effects to know whether a change in measured 
downhole pressure and rate data is caused by depletion, changes in skin, permeability 
or drive mechanism. 
 
Since the basic assumption of all deconvolution techniques is the consistency of 
measured pressure and rate data with the linear Duhamel’s model, which is based on 
the principle of superposition. The linearity of the system suggests only one well 
creating pressure perturbation to initially equalized region and static character of the 
parameters of reservoir and well. In other words, initial equilibrium state must be 
satisfied during the deconvolution procedure.  
 
Therefore, by automatically deconvolving pressure data over variable time ranges, 
distortion in the deconvolved pressure derivatives should appear if any 
above-mentioned reservoir pressure, parameters or drive mechanism changes in 
well-reservoir behavior occurs. That would act as an alarm signal and suggest the need 
for closer examination of the data by time-lapsed well test analysis in order to indentify 
the causes of the changes and develop solutions as required before potential damage 
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develops and becomes irreversible.  
 
Similarly, the importance of rate-pressure deconvolution technique is not just for the 
rate transient analysis to estimate the reservoir recoverable reserve and predict the 
production. This is conceptually similar to the diagnostic procedure for the 
interpretation of unit-pressure response generated from pressure-rate deconvolution 
discussed above. Once unit-pressure rate response is generated from the single-well 
rate-pressure deconvolution, additional diagnostics can be performed to identify the 
appropriate model exhibited by the data, yet consistent with the available geological 
model. Although it is somewhat qualitative, this derivation gives a measure of fluid 
and rock nonlinearity and heterogeneity, as well as unknown boundary effects. 
Therefore, deconvolved rate response will provide clues for obtaining an accurate 
model.  
 
In this respect, it is worthwhile to investigate more diagnostic areas based on current 
deconvolution technique, e.g. further applying deconvolution technique to diagnose the 
reservoir nonlinearity, depletion, skin, permeability changes, drive mechanism effects 
and a series of above-mentioned production problems using the PDG pressure data and 
flow rate measurements.  
 
Secondly, the basic assumption of the developed deconvolution method is for 
homogeneous reservoirs. And in this thesis, all the cases for investigation of two-well 
interference are restricted by the well location, namely, the location of two wells is 
completely symmetrical. In this respect, the equivalent interference pressure responses 
( 2112 uu pp = ) can be assumable. While if the two active wells are located on 
unsymmetrical places in a reservoir, which is not infinite, the well interference 
response from well 1 to well 2 may be not equal to that from well 2 to well 1 due to 
different boundary effects. Future research will be carried out to build different 
reservoir models with kinds of unsymmetrical boundaries and wells, in order to 
investigate the symmetry of the interference pressure responses. 
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Thirdly, the interference problem, as one of critical factor for deconvolution, which 
made this technique cannot be routinely utilized in practice, has been solved with the 
developed multi-well deconvolution method. Another requirement for linearity of the 
system is the single-phase flow only that puts the limitation on the bottom-hole 
pressure be higher than that at the bubble point. Once multi-phase flow exists, 
deconvolution cannot work. In this thesis, the developed multi-well deconvolution is 
based on single-phase pressure solutions; the multi-phase flow effect is not captured. 
(although the influence of multi-phase problem has been considered and current 
deconvolution algorithm has been modified to deal with the oil-gas two-phase 
deconvolution problem). So it is worthwhile to investigate some general form of 
deconvolution algorithm by including the multi-phase flow term to improve the 
applicability of deconvolution techniques. 
 
Finally, the developed multi-well deconvolution algorithm and corresponding 
deconvolution-based analysis method can be applied to not only the PDG data and 
traditional well test data, but also the data from multi-well interference tests, interval 
pressure transient tests, mini DST and vertical interference tests. Future research will 
further carry on how to use the continuous measurement from permanent downhole 
gauges to improve reservoir description and forecast performance. A stronger link 
should be made between real-time downhole data and assistant history matching of 
numerical models, which aims at enhancing reservoir management. 
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